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Safety Evaluation of Concrete Structures with Nonlinear Analysis 
HENDRIK SCHLUNE 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Division of Structural Engineering, Concrete Structures 
Chalmers University of Technology 
ABSTRACT 
Concrete is the most widely used construction material in the world. To obtain 
effective new constructions and to use existing concrete structures in an optimal way, 
accurate structural models are needed. This requires that good approximations of 
important model parameters be available and that the nonlinear material response of 
concrete can be accounted for. 
However, uncertain model parameters can significantly influence the structural 
response modelled which leads to high modelling uncertainty. To estimate uncertain 
parameters a methodology is proposed and applied to the new Svinesund Bridge to 
improve the initial finite element model through finite element model updating using 
on-site measurements. 
To account for the nonlinear material response, it is also necessary to have a safety 
format suited to nonlinear analysis. However, the available safety formats for 
nonlinear analysis have been questioned and the need to quantify the modelling 
uncertainty of nonlinear analysis has been highlighted, Carlsson et al. (2008).  
Therefore, the modelling uncertainty of nonlinear analysis was quantified based on 
available data. It was found that the uncertainty varies significantly depending on the 
failure mode obtained and that this uncertainty was often the factor that governed the 
safety evaluation. Based on this observation, a new safety format is proposed which 
allows the modelling uncertainty be explicitly accounted for. To facilitate realistic 
modelling the mean in situ material parameters are used in the nonlinear analysis; the 
reliability is assured by a, so called, resistance safety factor. Apart from the modelling 
uncertainty, the resistance safety factor depends on the material and geometrical 
uncertainty. It was found that the material variability can be estimated by using a 
sensitivity study, which involves two to three additional nonlinear analyses with 
reduced material strengths.   
Applying the safety format to short columns loaded by a normal force and to beam 
sections loaded in bending, shear, and the combination of bending and shear, led to a 
reliability level that was in good agreement with the target reliability. Other safety 
formats for nonlinear analysis, according to EN 1992-2, CEN (2005), and Model 
Code 2010, fib (2010a), fib (2010b), were found to underestimate the modelling 
uncertainty of difficult-to-model failure modes, leading to a reliability level below the 
target reliability. 
To study the consequences of assuring the safety on the structural level by an 
inequality of forces, as proposed in Model Code 2010, four safety formats were 
applied to a concrete portal frame bridge. It was shown that an inequality of forces on 
the structural level does not necessarily lead to the intended reliability level, unless 
the deformation capacity used is reliably available. 
Key words: nonlinear analysis; modelling uncertainty, safety format; concrete; 
reliability; model updating, structural identification, concrete structures 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Concrete is the most widely used construction material in the world with an 
uncountable number of existing structures made of concrete and a production worth at 
least 35 billion US$ in the year 2010, USGS (2011). For an optimal utilization of 
existing structures and for efficient new constructions, accurate models for the 
behaviour of concrete structures are essential.  
However, the accuracy of structural models is not always satisfactory. This can be a 
result of unavoidable modelling assumptions about interactions of structural parts, 
boundary conditions, and unknown model parameters. Furthermore, it is necessary 
that the nonlinear material response be accounted for, and this requires safety formats 
which are suitable to be used in combination with nonlinear analysis. 
The thesis presented here consists of two parts which address these two problems. 
 
1.2 Objective, scientific approach and limitations 
The general objective underlying the two parts of this thesis is to facilitate more 
accurate structural evaluations of bridges and concrete structures. The first part deals 
with uncertainties in structural modelling that can be reduced by combining on-site 
measurements with finite element (FE) analysis. The aim is to develop methods for 
improved assessment and maintenance of bridges by means of FE analysis combined 
with on-site measurements. The aim was approached by: 
 Studying available literature and evaluating existing methods for combining 
FE analysis with on-site measurements for improved bridge evaluation. 
 Applying appropriate evaluated methods to the new Svinesund Bridge as a 
case study, and 
 Drawing general conclusions and recommendations from the experience 
gained through the case study. 
The focus of the project was on the modelling error that is introduced by uncertainties 
in model parameters and boundary conditions. 
 
The aim of the second part is to deepen the understanding of the safety evaluation of 
concrete structures with nonlinear analysis. This was approached by: 
 Quantifying the modelling uncertainty of nonlinear analysis, 
 Studying principles and available safety formats for nonlinear analysis of 
concrete structures, 
 Proposing a new safety format which is generally applicable, and 
 Testing the new safety format by means of full probabilistic analysis.  
The study focused on the resistance side in the ultimate limit state. No spatial 
variability or system reliability was included in this study. The stochastic models used 
for the reliability analysis were based on limited information.  
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1.3 Original features 
A methodology for FE model updating to improve bridge evaluation is proposed. 
Applying the proposed methodology to the new Svinesund Bridge included the 
updating of a nonlinear FE model using an optimisation algorithm; it was shown that 
manual model refinements would be important in that compensating for modelling 
errors by meaningless changes to model parameters could be avoided. 
To facilitate the safety evaluation of concrete structures with nonlinear analysis for 
different kinds of structures and failure modes, the modelling uncertainty for this type 
of analysis,  was quantified. The importance of the modelling uncertainty as the factor 
that often governs the safety evaluation was highlighted, and it was shown that current 
safety formats, CEN (2005) and fib (2010b), do not properly account for the 
modelling uncertainty of difficult-to-model structures and failure modes.  
Based on the observation that the modelling uncertainty varies considerably for 
different types of failure modes, a new safety format proposed here for the nonlinear 
analysis of concrete structures was successfully tested; this new safety format enables 
one to explicitly account for the modelling uncertainty. 
It was shown that the material uncertainty can be approximated by a sensitivity study. 
Despite nonlinear response surfaces, it was shown that a linear approximation of the 
response surfaces based on two to three additional nonlinear analyses offers 
sufficiently accurate results, provided that an appropriate step size for the sensitivity 
study is used. 
By writing a pre- and postprocessor for Response-2000, Bentz (2000), a tool for full 
probabilistic analysis of beam sections, subjected to arbitrary combinations of normal 
forces, shear forces and bending moments, was developed. 
 
1.4 Outline 
The thesis comprises four papers and an introductory part that provides a framework 
for the articles. In Chapter 2 and Paper I background information about FE model 
updating is given, the application of FE model updating in a case study on the new 
Svinsesund Bridge is described, and general recommendations are drawn from the 
study. Chapter 3 is about the safety evaluation of concrete structures with nonlinear 
analysis. Background information in Section 3.1 is followed by a short description of 
reliability methods in Section 3.2. The quantification of the modelling uncertainty of 
nonlinear analysis is provided in Section 3.3; available safety formats for nonlinear 
analysis are described in Section 3.4 and Paper II. A new safety format is proposed in 
Section 3.5 and the testing of the safety format is described in Section 3.6 and Papers 
II, III and IV. Important aspects of safety evaluations with nonlinear analysis are 
discussed in Section 3.7. Finally, in Chapter 4 the main conclusions of this work 
together with suggestions for future research are given. 
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2 Finite element model updating 
2.1 Background 
To model structures, assumptions of unknown properties such as boundary conditions, 
interaction between structural parts, and material parameters must be made. However, 
making reasonable assumptions can be difficult and uncertainties in structural 
modelling have been shown to greatly influence the results from an FE analysis, see 
Huria et al. (1993), Shahrooz et al. (1994), Song et al. (2002). Hence, even very 
detailed FE models can be inaccurate: discrepancies between simulated and measured 
responses of the order of 100% on the global level and 500% for local responses have 
been found, Bell et al. (2011), Enevoldsen et al. (2002). 
Therefore, current assessment procedures with limited quantitative coupling between 
on-site inspections and structural modelling often do not provide an accurate 
structural evaluation. This shortcoming initiated the development of procedures to 
update structural models based on on-site measurements with the aim to bridge the 
gap between reality and modelling. 
In the following, FE model updating is used to denote the complete process of 
adjusting an FE model to better correspond to measurements. Structural Identification 
has been used in the ASCE state-of-the-art report on applications in civil engineering 
in Bell et al. (2011) to denote the same process. 
 
2.2 Problem description 
To make a model agree better with reality, some structural parameters, such as 
geometric or material ones, can be measured directly and the information gained can 
be included directly in the structural model. However, other important parameters 
associated with boundary conditions and the interaction of structural parts can often 
only be estimated by an inverse analysis, see Figure 2.1. Rather than measuring the 
uncertain parameters directly, the response of the structure to a given loading is 
measured. In a second step, the uncertain parameters are tuned in a structural model in 
order to obtain closer agreement between the measured response and the modelled 
one. The underlying assumption is that the initial FE model is a good representation of 
the actual bridge, apart from the model parameters that are tuned. 
Input Output
Model
Loading   Response
Model parameters
Model
Loading   Model parameters
Response
Model 
Model parameters   Loading
Response
Direct 
solution
Inverse 
solution
Inverse 
solution
 
Figure 2.1 Direct and inverse problems, redrawn and adapted from Johansson 
(2007) 
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However, as is typical for an inverse problem, estimating structural parameters by 
inverse analysis has often been shown to be an ill-posed problem. This means that it 
does not fulfil the requirements of a well-posed problem, namely existence, 
uniqueness and the stability of a solution, a definition which goes back to Hadamard 
(1902). In this context “stability” means that small variations of the initial model yield 
only small variations in the results. Researchers have noticed that many possible 
combinations of updating parameters in realistic ranges could be found, which have 
led to more accurate FE models, Zhang et al. (2001), Jaishi and Ren (2005); studies 
have shown that it is difficult to identify model parameters when a rather small 
amount of artificial noise is added to simulated measurements, Jaishi and Ren (2007), 
Bakir et al. (2008). It has been shown that measurements are often insensitive to 
structural changes, Brownjohn et al. (2001), Huth et al. (2005).  
This makes it difficult to find updating parameters that are not just an arbitrary 
combination of model parameters, which conceal the measurement and remaining 
modelling errors, but are improved estimates of the actual structural parameters. 
For bridge applications, two research initiatives tackled the problem of combining on-
site measurements with structural modelling for bridge evaluation by using different 
approaches. The research approaches are here designated Bridge evaluation by static 
load testing and FE model updating in structural dynamics. 
 
2.3 Bridge evaluation by static load testing 
When bridges are subjected to static loads, strains, forces and deformations are 
recorded, see Chajes et al. (1997), Barker (2001), Huang (2004). Depending on the 
purpose of the load test, a distinction between a proof load test and a diagnostic load 
test can be made, Cruz and Casas (2007), A. G. Lichtenstein and Associates (1998). 
In proof load tests, the bridge is subjected to very high loads which include the risk of 
damage and collapse of the structure. The aim is to prove that the bridge has the 
required capacity. The information gained from the tests can be incorporated in the 
probabilistic model of the bridge to truncate the theoretical capacity distribution. 
Applications of proof load tests can be found in Nowak and Tharmabala (1988) and 
Moses et al. (1994). 
The other branch of static load testing, i.e. diagnostic load testing, focuses on the 
structural model instead of the probabilistic model. A lower load level is often chosen 
and the load tests are used to improve the understanding of the bridge behaviour, as 
well as to verify and adjust the structural model. Uncertainties regarding material 
properties, boundary conditions, and interaction between structural parts can be 
reduced, and shortcomings of the structural model can be eliminated. The changes to 
the initial FE model are usually introduced manually; they are not limited to 
parametric changes to the model. Thus, all possible sources of modelling error can be 
reduced by justified changes.  
A major problem of diagnostic load tests is the extrapolation of the measured bridge 
behaviour to other loads. Bridges can have non-stationary boundary conditions due to 
temperature and moisture changes, can show sudden releases of movement systems, 
and show nonlinear geometrical and material behaviour. Findings from the load test 
may therefore be invalid for other loading configurations. To take these things into 
account, it is required that the reason for the differences in structural behaviour 
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between the model and the real bridge be found. An overview of the effects in bridges 
that can lead to a significant different behaviour change from that initially assumed, 
and a discussion of whether they can be relied upon, can be found in Bakht and Jaeger 
(1990) and A. G. Lichtenstein and Associates (1998). 
 
2.4 FE model updating in structural dynamics 
The term FE model updating in structural dynamics is used when an improved 
agreement between measured and computed modal (dynamic) data is desired. This 
branch emerged initially in mechanical and aerospace engineering and was later 
applied to civil engineering structures. When modal data are used to update a model, a 
distinction between direct and indirect updating methods can be made, Friswell and 
Mottershead (1995). 
 In direct methods, the mass, stiffness and damping matrixes are updated 
directly. The advantage of direct methods is that they do not require iterations, 
which eliminates the risk of divergence and excessive computational demands. 
However, the major drawback of direct methods is that the updated mass and 
stiffness matrix may lose their physical meaning. 
 In contrast to that, iterative methods solve the inverse problem, as the name 
implies, iteratively. Instead of directly changing the complete FE model, only 
uncertain model parameters are changed iteratively in order to make the FE 
model agree better with the measurements. The inverse problem is solved by a 
repeated solution of the direct problem as part of an iterative optimization 
procedure. When using optimisation algorithms to solve the inverse problem, 
the model changes introduced are usually restricted to parameter changes. 
Hence, only a part of the total modelling error can be reduced. 
 
2.5 Proposed methodology  
The proposed and applied methodology for FE model updating aims to combine the 
advantages of the framework of diagnostic load tests with those of the mathematically 
more advanced concept of iterative methods for FE model updating in structural 
dynamics. This led to the methodology for FE model updating which is presented and 
applied in Paper I. It consists of three main steps. 
1. The methodology starts from an FE model suited for the design of the bridge. 
First the lower bound assumptions, which are appropriate for the design of 
bridges but not for FE model updating, have to be removed. Second, manual 
model refinements are introduced to the FE model. This facilitates dealing 
with all kinds of modelling errors. This is followed by a sensitivity study to get 
an overview of model parameter sensitivities and to find improved estimates 
of model parameters.  
2. Fine tuning of model parameters is done with the help of optimisation 
algorithms. 
3. To make the updated model applicable for modelling untested conditions, it is 
necessary to evaluate the accuracy of the updated parameters and to find any 
possible sources of model parameter changes. Before using the model to 
analyse conditions that are different from the testing conditions, it may be 
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necessary to eliminate previously introduced model changes which do not hold 
for the conditions that are to be analysed. 
 
2.6 Application to the new Svinesund Bridge 
2.6.1 The new Svinesund Bridge 
The new Svinesund Bridge was opened for traffic, in June 2005, as a part of the new 
European road E6 between Gothenburg and Oslo. The bridge connects Sweden and 
Norway over the Idefjord. With a total length of 704 m and a main span length of 247 
m, it is one of the longest single arch bridges of the world, see Figure 2.2. 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Elevation of the new Svinesund Bridge, from Darholm et al. (2007) 
 
The two bridge deck girders carry two lanes of traffic each and are made of steel. In 
the side spans the bridge deck girders are supported, via cross beams, by concrete 
columns, while in the main span the cross beams are suspended from the concrete 
arch. The bridge deck girders are connected to the concrete arch where they pass the 
arch on either side. Due to the slender columns and the wide spacing of the bridge 
deck girders, it was necessary to prestress the bridge deck girders onto the columns to 
avoid uplifting during asymmetric loading. 
When the new Svinesund Bridge was constructed, a measurement program was 
initiated to check and verify the response of the bridge. The programme started during 
the construction phase, included two days of testing before opening the bridge, and 
has been running during the first years of service of the bridge, see James and 
Karoumi (2003), Ülker-Kaustell and Karoumi (2006) and Karoumi and Andersson 
(2007).  
Due to the available measurements, the new Svinesund Bridge was chosen for a case 
study for FE model updating. The data used to update the FE model included in total 
264 measurements of four types. This large amount of data reduced the risk of non-
unique solutions of the updating procedure, which can occur when a small number of 
measurements is used to update a large number of model parameters. 
 
2.6.2 Updating of the finite element model 
The FE model that was used for updating is based on the designers’ model for the 
bridge. A grid of beam elements was used to represent the bridge deck girders, with 
longitudinal beams for the longitudinal walls and transverse beams for the transverse 
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walls, see Figure 2.3. The columns and the arch were also represented by beam 
elements. Shear deformations were included by using Timoshenko beam theory. 
Including the temporary supporting structures, the FE model had 11 724 degrees of 
freedom. A more detailed description of the FE model, including details of the model 
conversion into the FE software package ABAQUS, can be found in Plos and 
Movaffaghi (2004). 
 
Figure 2.3 FE model of the new Svinesund Bridge 
 
The manual model refinements included: 
 Increasing the Young’s modulus of the arch to account for the reinforcement 
in the arch and the further hardening up to the day of load testing, 
 Remodelling of the bearing behaviour of the bridge, 
 Including the non-structural mass, and 
 Increasing the bridge deck stiffness. 
For fine tuning of model parameters, the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm, Nelder and 
Mead (1965), was used to avoid convergence problems of gradient-based optimisation 
algorithms. Parameters that were fine tuned were: 
 The elastic modulus of the arch, 
 The elastic modulus of the bridge deck, 
 The static friction threshold of the bearings, and 
 The mass of non-structural elements along the bridge deck girder. 
 
2.6.3 Results of updating 
An overview of the accuracy of both the initial and updated models is shown by 
plotting the numerical responses, before and after updating over the experimental 
counterparts, see Figure 2.4. Good agreement between numerical and experimental 
responses is obtained when the markers are close to the line of equality. To exemplify 
the effect of updating, only the responses corresponding to the FE model updated with 
respect to one objective function, J3, are shown. This function is defined as the sum of 
absolute differences between the numerical and experimental responses normalised by 
the standard deviation of the specific type of measurement.  
It can be seen that a significantly improved agreement for the eigenfrequencies, the 
displacements, and the hanger forces was obtained. For the strains, only small 
improvements were achieved. Possible reasons for this could be local effects which 
could not be captured by the FE model due to the simplified representation of the 
concrete arch using beam elements, the still quite simplified representation of the 
bearing response, or measurement errors. 
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The updated model parameters remained within reasonable ranges; the reason could 
be found for the changes that were manually introduced into the model before the 
parameter study. 
 
 
   (a)      (b) 
 
   (c)      (d) 
 
Figure 2.4 A comparison of the accuracy of initial and updated model:                  
(a) Eigenfrequencies, (b) Strains, (c) Displacements, (d) Hanger 
forces. 
 
 
2.7 General recommendations 
To obtain improved agreement between measured and modelled response, model 
parameters are often fine tuned. However, in the study of the new Svinesund Bridge, 
including the nonlinear bearing behaviour, was shown to offer a major improvement 
of the model accuracy. This showed the importance of the nonlinear response of the 
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structure and modelling assumptions that go beyond uncertain model parameters. 
Therefore, only changing model parameters by using optimisation algorithms seldom 
leads to model parameters which are improved estimates of the real structural 
parameters. Instead the model parameters will be calibrated to conceal inappropriate 
modelling assumptions.  
The combination of static and modal measurements showed that different bearing 
behaviours during ambient vibrations and under the load test must be assumed. 
Hence, to update the bearing parameters using modal data and to use these parameters 
for the evaluation of the bridge under static loading can be impossible.  
Despite the large number of measurements, it was not possible to update the rotational 
stiffness of the arch support. The parameter study showed that the target responses 
were insensitive to this parameter, which made it impossible to update it parameter by 
inverse analysis. This shows that a careful choice of measurement program is needed. 
Prior to determining the programme, a sensitivity study is therefore recommended. By 
changing uncertain model parameters in the a priori FE model, the sensitivity of 
measurable responses to model parameters changes can be studied. This can be used 
to find an appropriate measurement program which allows estimating all uncertain 
model parameters. 
The use of the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm for fine tuning of the model 
parameters is recommended to avoid the convergence problems of gradient based 
optimisation algorithms. 
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3 Safety Evaluation of Concrete Structures with 
Nonlinear Analysis 
3.1 Background 
The verification of a structure or a structural component can be done on three 
different levels: the structural level, the sectional level or the material level, see Figure 
3.1. Depending on the chosen level, the verification is done using an inequality of 
forces, generalised stresses, or stresses. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Possible levels for verification 
 
Today, the standard design of concrete structures is based on a two-step procedure 
and the verification is done on the sectional level. In the first step, generalised stresses 
due to external loading are calculated using a structural model. These generalised 
stresses are denoted “action effects”, ܧ, and the design values are denoted “design 
action effects”, ܧୢ. In the second step, the maximum allowable generalised stresses, ܴୢ, are calculated. These generalised stresses are denoted “design resistances” and are 
calculated using sectional models. Each critical section is then verified by showing 
that the design action effects, ܧୢ, are smaller than or equal to the design resistances, ܴୢ, see Figure 3.2.  
 
Figure 3.2  Flow chart for the design according to the two-step procedure 
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This standard two-step procedure is inconsistent because incompatible constitutive 
relations are assumed in both the structural model and the sectional resistance models. 
The structural model is usually based on the assumption of a linear-elastic material 
response, while the sectional resistance models account for the nonlinear material 
behaviour. Linear-elastic structural models do not allow the structural response to be 
modelled realistically. Cracking, which occurs even under service loads, yielding of 
the reinforcement and crushing of concrete for higher loads, cannot be captured. In 
addition, the release of restraining forces and the deformation increase due to cracking 
also cannot be modelled. Nor is it possible to utilise the full capacity of structures by 
redistribution. For advanced structures it can also be difficult to identify critical 
sections; only highly simplified resistance models are available.  
To overcome the drawbacks of the two-step procedure, nonlinear analysis is 
increasingly used to calculate the failure load directly as part of a one-step procedure. 
‘Nonlinear analysis’ is used here to denote an analysis which accounts for the 
nonlinear stress-strain relationship of the concrete and reinforcement steel, and allows 
for redistribution; it can be used to calculate the failure load of a structure directly. 
The load is usually increased incrementally and the constitutive models employed 
automatically guarantee equilibrium in all parts of the structures. This means that the 
nonlinear analysis fulfils the purpose of both the structural model and the sectional 
models according to the two-step procedure, see Figure 3.3. Additional manual 
sectional checks are needed only for failure modes that cannot be described by the 
nonlinear analysis. 
The distinction between action effects and sectional resistances is well suited for the 
two-step procedure as two separate models are used. However, for the one-step 
procedure, when a single nonlinear analysis is used, it is more common to distinguish 
between external and internal forces. External forces are acting on the nonlinear 
model and it checks if internal forces can be found to balance the external forces. 
Therefore, the verification for the one-step procedure is usually done on the structural 
level by an inequality of forces. 
For the ultimate load, which corresponds to the final load step at which the nonlinear 
analysis finds equilibrium, there are many expressions, such as “theoretical ultimate 
load” and “structural load bearing capacity” by König et al. (1995), “theoretical 
carrying capacity of the system” by König et al. (1997), the load at which “there is 
global failure of the structure“ in EN 1992-2, and “(global) resistance” by Model 
Code 2010 fib (2010a) fib (2010b), Cervenka et al. (2007), Henriques et al. (2002) 
and Six (2001). In this thesis “ultimate structural resistance” will be used. The 
following symbols have been used in the past: 
 ܨ by König et al. (1995), 
 ܴୱ୷ୱ by König et al. (1997), 
 ݍ୳ୢ in EN 1992-2, and 
 ܴ by Model Code 2010, fib (2010a) fib (2010b), Cervenka et al. (2007), 
Henriques et al. (2002) and Six (2001). 
Here, the symbol ܨR୳ is used (“ܴ” was used in Paper II, III and IV). The design value 
here is called “design structural resistance” with the symbol, ܨRୢ.  
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To denote the forces obtained from the Eurocodes which are applied on the nonlinear 
model, i.e. the design actions, different symbols have been used: 
 ߛீ · ܩ ൅ ߛொ · ܳ by König et al. (1995) and in EN 1992-2, 
 ୢܨ  in the Model Code 2010 and by Six (2001), and 
 ܵୢ by Henriques et al. (2002).  
In the following, ܨEୢ, is used as the symbol to denote the design actions (in Paper IV 
“ୢܨ ” was used). The structure can then be verified by showing that the design actions 
are smaller or equal to the design structural resistance, ܨEୢ ൑ ܨRୢ, see Figure 3.3. 
It is equivalent to show that the nonlinear analysis finds equilibrium when the design 
actions are applied on the nonlinear model. This can simply expressed by 
݃ሺܨEୢ, … ሻ ൐ 0, where ݃ represents the nonlinear analysis function, and ݃ሺ… ሻ ൐ 0 
denotes that the nonlinear analysis finds equilibrium (is stable) for the parameters 
defined within the brackets.  
 
Figure 3.3  Flow chart for the design according to the one-step procedure  
 
To utilise the advantages of the one-step procedure, questions about the safety 
evaluation need to be answered, Carlsson et al. (2008). 
 
3.2 Reliability methods 
The general purpose of structural design is to assure that the structure is sufficiently 
safe and that it will fulfil its intended function. In the context of structural reliability, 
this is mathematically expressed by using a limit state function, ݃ሺ࢞ሻ, which is 
dependent on the basic variables, ࢞ ൌ ݔଵ, … , ݔ୬. Inadmissible states are defined by ݃ሺ࢞ሻ ൑ 0 and admissible states are defined by  
݃ሺ࢞ሻ ൐ 0. ( 3.1)
The failure probability can be expressed by 
୤ܲ ൌ ܲሾ݃ሺ࢞ሻ ൑ 0ሿ ൌ න ୶݂ሺ࢞ሻ݀࢞
௚ሺ࢞ሻஸ଴
 ( 3.2)
where ୶݂ሺ࢞ሻ is the joint probability density function of ࢞. 
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Even though the performance of the structure itself is of primary interest, the limit 
state function is often formulated on the component level. To evaluate reliability the 
different methods available are commonly subdivided into three levels. 
 
3.2.1 Level III methods 
Level III methods are fully probabilistic ones which use the failure probability as a 
reliability measure. Provided that an accurate stochastic model is available, Level III 
methods allow failure probabilities to be computed accurately. The most common 
Level III methods are Numerical Integration and Monte Carlo simulations, but there 
are also more efficient modifications, Waarts (2000). 
 Numerical integration is used to approximate the integral from Equation 3.2 
numerically. The joint probability function is evaluated for a finite set of 
integration points to construct an interpolation function. Polynomials which 
are easy to integrate are usually chosen for the interpolation function. By 
transforming the random variables from the X-space into the U-space, i.e. the 
standard normal space, the integral according to Equation 3.2 can be solved by 
multiple summation as 
 
୤ܲ ൌ ෍ ෍ … ෍ ܫሾ݃ሺ࢛ሻሿ U݂ሺ࢛ሻ∆࢛
ஶ
ିஶ
ஶ
ିஶ
ஶ
ିஶ
  ( 3.3)
where  U݂ሺ࢛ሻ  is the joint probability function and ܫሾ݃ሺ࢞ሻሿ is the indicator 
function defined by 
 ܫሾ݃ሺ࢞ሻሿ ൌ ൜0 if ݃ሺ࢞ሻ ൐ 01 if ݃ሺ࢞ሻ ൑ 0.  ( 3.4)
The efficiency of numerical integration decreases exponentially with an 
increase of random variables. This makes numerical integration inefficient for 
problems which involve many random variables. 
 Monte Carlo simulations rely on repeated random experiments to approximate 
the failure probability by the relative number of experiments for which 
݃ሺ࢞ሻ ൏ 0. The failure probability is approximated to 
 
୤ܲ ൎ തܲ୤ ൌ 1ܰ ෍ ܫሾ݃ሺ࢞ഥ࢏ሻሿ
ே
௜ୀଵ
  ( 3.5)
where N is the number of experiments and ࢞ഥ࢏ is the sample, ݅, from ࢞. Monte 
Carlo simulations are widely applicable and easy to implement. However, for 
small failure probabilities, a high number of random experiments is needed to 
obtain accurate estimates of the failure probability. This makes Monte Carlo 
simulations computationally expensive in these cases. 
 
To increase the efficiency of Monte Carlo simulations, a safe area can be 
excluded from sampling. In Paper III previous limit state function evaluations 
were used to establish bounds to classify a safe set of the sample space. If the 
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bounds allowed placing a new sample in the safe set, no limit state function 
evaluation was necessary. By this a reduction of computation time was gained. 
 
3.2.2 Level II methods 
Level II methods use approximations of the limit state function to calculate the 
reliability index, ߚ, as a reliability measure, instead of the failure probability. Haldar 
and Mahadevan (2000) further subdivide Level II methods. 
 Mean value first-order second-moment methods which are based on a first-
order Taylor series expansion of the limit state function at the mean values of 
the random variables. Random variables are only represented by the first two 
moments, i.e. mean and covariance. Examples are the Cornell reliability index 
and the Rosenbleuth-Esteva reliability index, see Cornell (1969) and 
Rosenbleuth and Esteva (1972). 
 Advanced first-order method for normal variables was used by Haldar and 
Mahadevan (2000) to denote the Hasofer-Lind method, Hasofer and Lind 
(1974). To compute the Hasofer-Lind reliability index requires that the limit 
state function be rewritten in terms of reduced variables, i.e. with random 
variables of zero mean and unit standard deviation. The reliability index is 
then defined as the shortest distance from the origin of the coordinate system 
to the limit state surface. The point on the limit state surface that minimises the 
distance is called “design point”. The design point is usually not known a 
priori but can be found by an iterative procedure. 
 Advanced first-order methods for non-normal variables can be seen as an 
extension of the Hasofer-Lind method to non-normal random variables. This 
can be achieved by a transformation of the non-normal random variables into 
standardized equivalent normal variables, e.g. by the normal trail, Rosenblatt, 
or Nataf transformation. Detailed information about these algorithms is 
available, Ditlevsen and Madsen (2007) and Melchers (1999). Due to the use 
of more than second moment information, advanced first-order methods for 
non-normal variables have also been classified as Level III methods, Madsen 
et al. (1986). 
 Second-Order Reliability Methods (SORM) use a second order approximation 
of the failure function around the design point. This yields more accurate 
results for failure functions, which are heavily nonlinear around the design 
point. 
For most structural applications Level II methods can be considered to be sufficiently 
accurate, CEN (2002a). 
 
3.2.3 Level I methods 
Instead of evaluating the failure probability by Level III methods or calculating the 
reliability index according to Level II methods, Level I can only be used to verify that 
a sufficient reliability level is obtained. Uncertain parameters are modelled by a single 
or a few representative values, e.g. upper and lower characteristic values, ݔ௜,୩, which 
correspond to predetermined fractile values. Partial factors, ߛ࢏, are used to calculate 
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the design values, ݔ௜,ୢ, from the characteristic values to ݔ௜,ୢ ൌ ߛ௜ݔ௜,୩ , or 
ݔ௜,ୢ  ൌ ݔ௜,୩ ߛ௜⁄ . It is then assumed that a sufficient reliability level is obtained if 
݃ሺ࢞ୢሻ ൒ 0. ( 3.6)
For favourable parameters, e.g. material strengths, the characteristic value must be 
decreased to obtain the design value. For unfavourable parameters, e.g. loads, the 
characteristic values must be increased. Often it is possible to predetermine wheather 
parameters are favourable or unfavourable a priori. However, generally it is required 
to check Equation 3.6 for all possible combinations of increased and decreased design 
values. This requires 2௡ checks, where ݊ is the number of random variables.   
The partial factor method used in the Eurocodes, CEN (2002a),  is a Level I method. 
To derive the design values according to Eurocodes, fixed sensitivity factors, ߙE ൌ0.7 and ߙR ൌ 0.8, for the action/action effect and resistance were assumed, CEN 
(2002a). The design resistance, ܴୢ, and design action effects, ܧୢ, can then be defined 
independent with ܲሺܴ ൑ ܴୢሻ ൌ ΦሺെߙRߚሻ and ܲሺܧ ൐ ܧୢሻ ൌ ΦሺߙEߚሻ, where Φ is the 
cumulative distribution function, and ߚ is the target reliability, i.e. ߚ ൌ 3.8 for a 
reference period of 50 years for reliability class RC2 according to CEN (2002a). 
Equation 3.6 can be expressed by 
݃ሺܧୢ, ܴୢሻ ൒ 0. ( 3.7)
Frequently, when designing according to the two-step procedure, a separation 
between action effect and resistance calculation can be assumed. In this case Equation 
3.7 can be simplified to  
ܧୢ ൑ ܴୢ . ( 3.8)
Detailed rules about the calculation of design action effects and design resistances of 
concrete structures are available, CEN (2002a), CEN (2002b), CEN (2004). 
 
3.2.4 Limitation of reliability methods 
For the building industry only extremely small failure probabilities are usually 
acceptable, which requires that the random variables can be described accurately in 
the extreme tails of the distributions. This information is not usually available in 
practical applications. Furthermore, structural failures are often a result of more or 
less gross human errors, Andersson et al. (2010), which are difficult to describe by 
random variables. Therefore, calculated failure probabilities must be viewed as 
operational values, for code calibration purposes or the relative comparison of 
structures, i.e. not as good approximations of actual failure rates, CEN (2002a). 
Consequently, current codes such as the Eurocodes are based primarily on existing 
design practices, CEN (2002a); however calibration to superior reliability methods 
has also been performed. 
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3.3 Modelling uncertainty of nonlinear analysis 
3.3.1 Comparison of two-step and one-step procedures 
For the two-step procedure a distinction between a structural analysis to calculate 
action effects and a component analysis to calculate the sectional resistance can be 
made. This distinction has been used in the JCSS Model, JCSS (2001), to give 
separate model uncertainties for the action effects calculations (quantified by a 
coefficient of variation, ஘ܸ,E, and the mean ratio of experimental- to predicted 
strength, ߠE,୫) and sectional resistance calculations (quantified by ஘ܸ,R, and the ratio, 
ߠR,୫).  
The semi-probabilistic approach used in the Eurocodes accounts for the model 
uncertainty of the resistance model by the partial factor, ߛRୢ, on the resistance side.  
The model uncertainty for action effect calculations is covered by the partial factor, 
ߛSୢ, on the loading side, see Figure 3.4. According to the Eurocodes the partial factor, ߛSୢ, accounts also for the uncertainty in action models, but according to Model Code 
2010, fib (2010a) and fib (2010b), the uncertainty of action models is covered by, ߛ୤, 
instead, see CEB (1988). 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Partial factors for two-step procedure, redrawn from CEN (2002a) 
 
For the one-step procedure, the separate calculation of action effects and sectional 
resistances, using two different models, is substituted by a single nonlinear analysis. 
The nonlinear model includes the (global) structural analysis, to calculate the loading 
in the critical parts of the structure, and calculates sectional resistances at the same 
time. The coupling between the structural calculations and sectional analysis is 
actually one of the main advantages of the one-step procedure. Therefore, a clear 
separation of two different model uncertainties is more difficult; the semi-
probabilistic approach, which separates action effect calculations and sectional 
resistance calculations, is not directly applicable to the one-step procedure, see Figure 
3.5. Nevertheless, a distinction between the model uncertainty of the failure critical 
part of the structure and the calculation of the loading in the failure critical part is to 
some extent possible. To emphasise that the difference between modelled and tested 
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results is a combination of model and user contribution, the term “modelling 
uncertainty” will be used instead of model uncertainty in the following. 
 
 
Figure 3.5  Nonlinear analysis and partial factors according to EN 1990, redrawn 
and modified from CEN (2002a) 
 
3.3.2 Quantification of modelling uncertainty 
To derive the modelling uncertainty of nonlinear analysis, the available 
recommendations for the two-step procedure were reviewed. In addition, available 
round-robin tests and modelling competitions were analysed (Paper II). In these 
studies, participants where asked to predict the response of specimens before 
revealing the experimental response. The modelling uncertainty was quantified in 
terms of the average ratio of experimental- to predicted strength, ߠ୫, and the 
coefficient of variation, ஘ܸ, of the predicted strengths. The specimens were 
structurally simple, with well defined boundary conditions, but they failed in difficult-
to-model failure modes. Consequently, hardly any uncertainty was introduced by the 
structural idealisation and redistribution of forces. The main difficulty for the 
participants was to model the response in the critical part of the structures. Therefore, 
the studies analysed addressed mainly the modelling uncertainty of the critical failure 
modes; it can be assumed that ߠR,୫ ؆ ߠ୫ and ஘ܸ,R ؆ ஘ܸ. 
Depending on the type of structure and failure mode, coefficients of variation, Rܸ,஘, in 
the range of 3 െ 39%,  and average ratios of experimental- to predicted strength, 
ߠR,୫, in the range of 0.72 െ 1.12, were found in the round-robin tests and modelling 
competitions. Comparing these values to the variability of the yield strength of the 
reinforcement steel, with a coefficient of variation of roughly ௙ܸ೤ ൌ 5% or to the 
coefficient of variation of the concrete compressive strength of around ௙ܸ೎ ൌ 15%, 
makes clear that the modelling uncertainty will often be the parameter that will govern 
the reliability of structures. 
It must be noted that the specimens studied were not representative of real structures 
due to their structural simplicity; but they exhibited failure modes that are difficult to 
model. The other aspect that makes the round-robin tests and modelling competitions 
analysed less representative for the use of nonlinear analysis in practice is the 
participants. Most of them came from universities and research institutes; a special 
interest in the failure modes studied can be assumed. Their knowledge and time spent 
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on the task is most likely different from that of engineers working in practice. 
Therefore, the modelling uncertainties observed can only be seen as a rough 
approximation of the modelling uncertainty of nonlinear analysis used in practice. 
 
3.4 Available safety formats for nonlinear analysis 
Early safety formats for nonlinear analysis of concrete structures were only applicable 
when moment-curvature relations ሺܯ, ߠሻ as constitutive laws were used. However, 
with the emergence of nonlinear analysis based on stress-strain relations ሺߪ, ߝሻ new 
approaches were developed. In the following quite recent proposals are summarised. 
An overview of earlier developments related to CEB can be found in Mancini (2002) 
and Henriques et al. (2002). The safety formats included here focus on the resistance 
side. The actions or action effects must be treated according to CEN (2002a) and CEN 
(2002b). 
  
3.4.1 The partial factor method 
The partial factor method is primarily used to calculate design sectional resistances of 
beams and columns that are loaded by bending moments and normal forces when 
using EN 1992-1-1 and EN 1992-2, CEN (2004), CEN (2005). However, the Model 
Code 2010, fib (2010a) and fib (2010b), proposes the use design material parameters 
for nonlinear analysis. 
Partial factors, ߛC and ߛS, are used to calculate design material strengths, ୡ݂ୢ and ୷݂ୢ, 
from the characteristic material strengths, ୡ݂୩ and ୷݂୩, according to  
ୡ݂ୢ ൌ ௙ౙౡఊC   ( 3.9)
୷݂ୢ ൌ ௙౯ౡఊS  . 
( 3.10)
The partial factors, ߛC and ߛS, can be derived based on the assumption that the relation 
between the resistance, ܴ, and nominal resistance, ܴ୬, can be expressed in 
multiplicative form. This means that the resistance, ܴ, can be expressed as a product 
of, a factor to account for the resistance modelling uncertainty, ߠR, a geometrical 
variable, ܺ୥, and a material strength variable, ୤ܺ, and the nominal resistance, ܴ୬: 
ܴ ൌ ߠR · ܺ୥ ڄ ୤ܺ ڄ ܴ୬ . ( 3.11)
This allows the coefficient of variation of the resistance to be approximated: 
Rܸ ൌ ට ஘ܸ,Rଶ ൅ ୥ܸଶ ൅ ୤ܸଶ  ( 3.12)
where ஘ܸ,R, ୫ܸ and  ୤ܸ are the coefficients of variation of the associated parameters. 
According to the European Concrete Platform (2008), the coefficients of variation 
according to Table 3.1 can be assumed to be the basis for the partial factors according 
to CEN (2004).  
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Table 3.1 Statistical representation which underlies the partial safety factors in EN 
1992-1-1, from European Concrete Platform (2008) 
Type of uncertainty Assumed Coefficient of Variation 
 Steel Concrete 
Modelling Vθ,R = 2.5% Vθ,R = 5% 
Geometry Vg = 5% Vg = 5% 
Material Vf = 4% Vf = 15% 
 
The assumption that the resistance is lognormal distributed allows one to calculate the 
partial factors, ߛS and ߛC, using equations from the European Concrete Platform 
(2008) to 
The factor 1.15 in Equation 3.13 has been introduced to account for the lower 
concrete strength in real structures than in the specially cured cylinders which are 
used to determine the characteristic concrete strength, ୡ݂୩. 
Theoretically, the assumption that the resistance can be expressed in multiplicative 
form does often not hold for reinforced concrete structures in which the resistance is 
often a sum of the reinforcement steel and concrete contribution. However, by 
applying the partial factors to the material parameters, instead of to the resistance, the 
partial factor method is still applicable. 
According to Model Code 2010 the structure should then be verified by showing that 
the design actions, ܨEୢ, are smaller than or equal to the design structural resistance, ܨRୢ. The design structural resistance is defined as the ultimate structural resistance, ܨR୳, when design material parameters are used in the nonlinear analysis. This leads to 
the following equation for the structural verification 
where ࢇ୬୭୫ represents the nominal geometrical parameters. Equation 3.15 can 
alternatively expressed by 
where ݃ represents the nonlinear analysis and, and ݃ሺ… ሻ ൐ 0 denotes that the 
nonlinear analysis finds equilibrium (is stable) for the parameters defined within the 
brackets. 
 
ߛC ൌ 1.15 · expሺߙRߚ Rܸ െ 1.64 ୤ܸሻ  ( 3.13)
ߛS ൌ expሺߙோߚ Rܸ െ 1.64 ୤ܸሻ . ( 3.14)
ܨEୢ ൑ ܨRୢ ൌ ܨR୳ ൌ ݃൫ ୡ݂ୢ, ୷݂ୢ, ࢇ୬୭୫൯  ( 3.15)
݃൫ܨEୢ, ୡ݂ୢ, ୷݂ୢ, ࢇ୬୭୫൯ ൐ 0  ( 3.16)
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3.4.2 The global resistance factor method 
Accounting for all resistance uncertainty by a reduction of material parameters results 
in very low material values. Such low material parameters lead to an overestimation 
of deformations and underestimation of restraint forces, which means they cannot be 
used to realistically model the response of concrete structures. Therefore, a 
modification to the partial factor method was proposed by König et al. (1997) and 
included in the Model Code 2010. König et al. (1997) proposed to use more realistic 
material strengths, ሚ݂ୡ and ሚ݂୷ calculated as 
According to Model Code 2010 the structure should then be verified by:  
or when using the previously introduced notation: 
where ߛRୢ ൌ 1.06 is the partial factor to account for the resistance model uncertainty, 
and ߛR ൌ 1.2 is the partial factor for the resistance. Inserting the recommended values 
into Equation 3.20 and expressing everything in terms of design material parameters 
yields 
This makes clear that using increased design material parameters requires for actions 
which must be increased beyond the design values from CEN (2002b) in the nonlinear 
analysis, i.e. the use of more realistic material parameters comes at the cost of using 
less realistic actions. In addition, Equations 3.20 and 3.21 make clear that the notation 
“resistance safety factors” for, ߛR, can be misleading as the resistance safety factors 
are actually used to increase the actions beyond the design values, ܨEୢ. 
 
3.4.3 The safety format according to EN 1992-2 
The safety format for nonlinear analysis according to EN 1992-2 CEN (2005) is based 
on the global resistance factor method, and the same material parameters, ሚ݂ୡ and ሚ݂୷, 
are used in nonlinear analysis. However, objections to verification on the structural 
level by an inequality of forces have led to a reformulation of the safety format on the 
sectional level using an inequality of generalised stresses, Mancini (2002) and 
Bertagnoli et al. (2004). Depending on the load level, the generalised stresses from 
the nonlinear analysis are either denoted action effect, ܧ, or resistance, ܴ, CEN 
(2005). The EN 1992-2 provides three alternative equations which can be used to 
assure an intended reliability level: 
ሚ݂ୡ ൌ 1.1 ߛS ߛC⁄ ୡ݂୩ ( 3.17)
ሚ݂୷ ൌ 1.1 ୷݂୩  ( 3.18)
ܨEୢ ൑ ܨRୢ ൌ ிR౫ ୀ ௚൫௙ሚౙ,௙ሚ౯,ࢇ౤౥ౣ൯ఊRౚఊR   
( 3.19)
݃൫ߛRୢߛRܨEୢ, ሚ݂ୡ, ሚ݂୷, ࢇ୬୭୫൯ ൐ 0  ( 3.20)
݃൫1.27ܨEୢ, 1.27 ୡ݂ୢ, 1.27 ୷݂ୢ, ࢇ୬୭୫൯ ൐ 0. ( 3.21)
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where ߛG and ߛQ are the partial factors for the action effects which include the model 
uncertainty, ߛ୥ and ߛ୯ are the partial factors for the action effects without the action 
effect model uncertainty, ߛSୢ ൌ 1.15 is the partial factor for the model uncertainty of 
action effects, ܩ and ܳ represent the permanent and variable actions. 
The use of generalised stresses in critical sections to verify an intended reliability 
level is impractical and can be impossible. Common nonlinear analysis toolboxes do 
not support the comparison of generalised stresses for different load steps which 
requires that the verification is done manually. In addition, for more advanced 
analysis based on nonlinear stress-strain relations, as shown in Figure 3.6, it can be 
impossible to limit the number of critical sections for which verifications are needed. 
This leads theoretically to an infinite number of possible sections which must be 
verified. For most structures in which action effects increase monotonically for 
increasing loading, Equation 3.23 and Equation 3.19 give the same results. 
 
 
Figure 3.6.  Crack pattern for a box girder bridge, from Broo (2008) 
 
3.4.4 The estimated coefficient of variation method 
Due to difficulties in verifying the structures on the sectional level when using the 
safety format according to EN 1992-2, Cervenka et al. (2007) revived the idea of 
verification of the structure by an inequality of forces. To be able to realistically 
model the structural response, the use of mean material strengths, ୡ݂୫ and ୷݂୫, in the 
nonlinear analysis was proposed. The mean material parameters are used to calculate 
the ultimate structural resistance, ܨR୳୫, at which the structure fails: 
To quantify the sensitivity of the ultimate structural resistance to material changes, the 
use of a second nonlinear analysis using characteristic material parameters, ୡ݂୩ and 
ߛRୢܧ൫ߛGܩ ൅ ߛQܳ൯ ൑ ܴ ൬ܨR୳ߛR ൰ ( 3.22)
ܧ൫ߛGܩ ൅ ߛQܳ൯ ൑ ܴ ቀ ிR౫ఊRౚఊRቁ ൌ  ܴ ቀ
ிR౫
ఊOᇲ ቁ ( 3.23)
ߛRୢߛSୢܧ൫ߛ୥ܩ ൅ ߛ୯ܳ൯ ൑ ܴ ቀிR౫ఊR ቁ. ( 3.24)
ܨR୳୫ ൌ ݃൫ ୡ݂୫, ୷݂୫, ࢇ୬୭୫൯. ( 3.25)
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୷݂୩, has been proposed to calculate the “characteristic” ultimate structural resistance, 
ܨR୳୩: 
The mean and characteristic ultimate resistances are used to estimate the coefficient of 
variation of the resistance, ୤ܸ: 
This is used to calculate a resistance safety factor, ߛR: 
In the initial proposal by Cervenka et al. (2007) there was no guidance on how to 
account for the modelling uncertainty and geometrical uncertainty. However, when 
the proposal was included in Model Code 2010, fib (2010a) and fib (2010b), the use 
of the model uncertainty factor, ߛRୢ ൌ 1.06, was recommended to verify the 
structure: 
 
3.4.5 The safety format according to Six (2001) 
Six (2001) employs the probabilistic analysis of slender columns to establish an 
equation to calculate a resistance safety factor, ߛR, for these types of structural 
elements. The material parameters for the nonlinear analysis are calculated:  
where ߙୡୡ is a coefficient taking into account long term effects. The safety factor 
depends on numerous parameters of the section that causes failure according to two 
equations and a linear interpolation in between: 
where ߝ௦ଵ is the strain of the tensile reinforcement (or the less compressed 
reinforcement layer), ߛCᇱ ൌ 1 ሾ1.1 െ ሺ ୡ݂୩/500ሻሿ⁄ ൒ 1 is an extra safety factor for high 
strength concrete ( ௖݂௞ in MPa), ߩ୲୭୲ is the total reinforcement ratio, ߩଶ/ߩଵ is the ratio 
of the reinforcement amount of the most compressed layer to the least compressed 
layer, and ߩ଴ ൌ 1% is a normalisation reinforcement ratio. Besides these safety 
factors, Six (2001) introduced an additional safety factor, ߛୱ୷ୱ, to account for the 
ܨR୳୩ ൌ ݃൫ ୡ݂୩, ୷݂୩, ࢇ୬୭୫൯. ( 3.26)
୤ܸ ൌ ଵଵ.଺ସ ln ቀ
ிR౫ౣ
ிR౫ౡ ቁ. ( 3.27)
ߛR ൌ expሺߙRߚ ୤ܸሻ . ( 3.28)
ܨEୢ ൑ ܨRୢ ൌ ிR౫ౣୀ ௚൫௙ౙౣ,௙౯ౣ,ࢇ౤౥ౣ൯ఊRౚఊR   ( 3.29)
݃൫ߛRୢߛRܨEୢ, ୡ݂୫, ୷݂୫, ࢇ୬୭୫൯ ൐ 0. ( 3.30)
ୡ݂ ൌ 1.1ߙୡୡ ୡ݂୩ ( 3.31)
୷݂ ൌ 1.1 ୷݂୩  ( 3.32)
ߛR,ୢ୳ୡ୲୧୪ୣ ൌ 1.3                             for ߝ௦ଵ ൒ 0.004  ( 3.33)
ߛR,ୠ୰୧୲୲୪ୣ ൌ 1.1ߛCߛCᇱ ቀఘ౪౥౪ఘబ ቁ
ି଴.଴଼ହഐమഐభ for ߝ௦ଵ ൑ 0  ( 3.34)
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system reliability and the model uncertainty of the structural model. However, no 
information about how this factor can be quantified is given. The structure should 
then be verified: 
 
3.4.6 The safety format according to Henriques et al. (2002) 
Henriques et al. (2002) used the probabilistic analysis of beam sections and beams 
with clamped ends subjected to bending moments to derive a safety format. 
According to their proposal the mean concrete strength, ୡ݂୫, and the mean steel yield 
strength, ୷݂୫, should be used in the nonlinear analysis. They proposed to define the 
safety factor, ߛRୢR, “as a function of a parameter measuring the ductility of the 
structural response” and mentioned the facture energy as a possible parameter. For 
frame structures they used the relative position of the neutral axis, ݔ/݀, of the section 
where the failure occurs as a measure to quantify the resistance safety factor, ߛRୢR, 
where ݔ is the compressive zone depth and ݀ is the effective depth of the cross 
section. The resistance safety factor should then be calculated: 
where ܭ is a constant that takes into account the influence of the redistribution of 
forces between critical sections and should be calculated according to the concrete 
compressive class: ܭ ൌ 0.9 for C20 and ܭ ൌ 0.8 for C40, with linear interpolation in 
between. This leads to two equations for the structural verification:  
 
3.4.7 Discussion of existing safety formats 
The safety formats according to Six (2001) and Henriques et al. (2002) have been 
formulated for special types of structural elements, namely columns subjected to an 
eccentric normal force and beams subjected to bending. Therefore, they are not 
applicable to other types of structures. 
The safety format according to EN 1992-2, CEN (2005), which relies on an inequality 
of generalised stresses, i.e. stress integrants over a section, is not suitable for nonlinear 
analysis based on nonlinear material laws. For this type of analysis it can be difficult 
to limit the number of critical sections that need to be verified. 
ܨEୢ ൑ ܨRୢ ൌ ிR౫ౣୀ ௚൫ଵ.ଵఈౙౙ௙ౙౡ,ଵ.ଵ௙౯ౡ,ࢇ౤౥ౣ൯ఊRఊ౩౯౩   ( 3.35)
݃൫ߛRߛୱ୷ୱܨEୢ, 1.1ߙୡୡ ୡ݂୩, 1.1 ୷݂୩, ࢇ୬୭୫൯ ൐ 0. ( 3.36)
ߛRୢR ൌ ቐ
௙౯ౣ
௙౯ౚ ;  
௫
ௗ ൑ 0.35
ܭ ௙ౙౣ௙ౙౚ ;  
௫
ௗ ൐ 0.35
  ( 3.37)
ܨEୢ ൑ ܨRୢ ൌ ிR౫ౣୀ௚൫௙ౙౣ,௙౯ౣ,ࢇ౤౥ౣ൯ఊRౚR   ( 3.38)
݃൫ߛRୢRܨEୢ, ୡ݂୫, ୷݂୫, ࢇ୬୭୫൯ ൐ 0. ( 3.39)
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The remaining safety formats appear to be more generally applicable. However, they 
do not account properly for the modelling uncertainty that was found in the analysis 
of round-robin exercises and modelling competitions, see Section 3.3. Coefficients of 
variation in the range of ஘ܸ,R ؆ 10 െ 40%, and sometimes a significant 
overestimation of experimental strengths, were found for failure modes that were 
more difficult to model than under-reinforced beams in bending.  
The partial factor method accounts for a coefficient of variation of ஘ܸ,R ൌ 2.5 െ 5%, 
and does not account for biased results; the same can be assumed for the global 
resistance factor method which is identical to the partial factor method, apart from the 
factor 1.27. The estimated coefficient of variation method uses a resistance factor in 
the range of ߛRୢ ൌ 1.0 െ 1.1, with a recommended value of ߛRୢ ൌ 1.06 for nonlinear 
analysis, to account for the resistance modelling uncertainty. It clear that this value 
cannot be used to cover the modelling uncertainty and the biased results found in 
Section 3.3. In addition, the use of the mean and characteristic concrete compressive 
strengths of specially cured cylinders, ୡ݂୫ and ୡ݂୩, to determine ܨR୳୫ and ܨR୳୩, does 
not account for the lower mean and higher variability of the concrete strengths in real 
structures when compared with the specially cured cylinders. This can lead to a lower 
reliability level than intended. 
 
3.5 Proposal of a new safety format 
3.5.1 General outline 
For the one-step procedure, when nonlinear stress-strain relations are used as 
constitutive models, a verification of the structure on the sectional level by comparing 
generalised stresses, i.e. normal forces, shear forces, bending moments and torsional 
moments for different load steps, is at least impractical, if not impossible due to an 
infinite number of possible critical sections. Therefore, it is more appropriate to verify 
the intended reliability level based on Equation 3.6 by showing that the nonlinear 
analysis must find equilibrium for a given set of unlikely and unfavourable parameters 
specified by ࢞ୢ. This raises the question of an appropriate set of design parameters, ࢞ୢ. 
It is commonly agreed upon that the mean material parameters must be used to model 
the response of a structure realistically, König et al. (1997), Eibl and Schmidt-
Hurtienne (1995),  Henriques et al. (2002). Therefore, the use of mean in situ material 
parameters is proposed. For the reinforcement steel there is no difference between the 
material parameters observed in the laboratory to determine the mean in situ material 
parameters. However, for concrete the in situ compressive strength, ୡ݂୫,୧ୱ, has been 
found to be lower than the strength of the specially cured specimens which are used to 
determine ୡ݂୫. According to  König et al. (1998) the mean in situ strength can be 
calculated: 
and similar expressions can be found in JCSS (2001) and Sustainable Bridges (2007). 
To account for the resistance uncertainty, which includes the structural modelling, 
geometrical, and material uncertainty, the use of a single safety factor, ߛRୢR, is 
proposed. The actions must be treated according to CEN (2002a) and CEN (2002b). 
ୡ݂୫,୧ୱ ൌ 0.85 ୡ݂୫, ( 3.40)
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As in the derivations for the partial factor method, it is assumed that the coefficient of 
variation of the resistance can be calculated as 
Rܸ ൌ ට ஘ܸଶ ൅ ୥ܸଶ ൅ ୤ܸଶ  ( 3.41)
where ஘ܸ, ୫ܸ and ୤ܸ are the coefficients of variation to account for the structural 
modelling, geometrical, and material uncertainty, respectively. The safety factor is 
calculated in a manner similar to the proposal of Cervenka et al. (2007): 
ߛRୢR ൌ expሺߙRߚ Rܸሻ  ( 3.42)
or for a biased modelling approach as 
ߛRୢR ൌ ୣ୶୮ሺఈRఉ௏Rሻఏౣ . ( 3.43)
The structure can then be verified according to one of the two equations: 
The remaining difficulty is to quantify the coefficients of variations, ஘ܸ, ୫ܸ, ୤ܸ, and the 
mean ratio of experimental- to predicted strength, ߠ୫. This is described in detailed 
below. 
 
3.5.2 Structural modelling uncertainty 
At the time when the global resistance factor method was proposed by König et al. 
(1997), nonlinear analysis was mainly used to analyse simple structures, such as 
continuous beams and frames that were subjected to bending moments and normal 
forces. For these types of analysis well established modelling approaches, like the 
Euler-Bernoulli Hypothesis and one-dimensional material models, are available. This 
justified assuming the same modelling uncertainty for nonlinear analysis as for the 
component check of beams and columns for which the same modelling approaches 
can be used. However, since then, the application of nonlinear analysis has been 
extended to more complicated structures with more difficult-to-model failure modes. 
This results in a higher modelling uncertainty which must be accounted for. Although 
separation between modelling of the critical failure mode and the modelling of the 
loading in the failure critical part of the structures is less clear for the one-step 
procedure, this separation is used here. 
 
3.5.2.1 Critical failure mode 
In Section 3.3, the modelling uncertainty, which was mainly associated with the 
critical failure mode, was found to be the parameter that often governs the reliability 
of structures. Depending on the critical failure mode, the modelling uncertainty was 
shown to vary considerably. This means that the coefficient of variation, ஘ܸ,R, and the 
bias factor, ߠR,୫, must be chosen according to the critical failure mode. Based on the 
ܨEୢ ൑ ܨRୢ ൌ ிR౫ౣୀ௚൫௙ౙౣ,౟౩,௙౯ౣ,ࢇ౤౥ౣ൯ఊRౚR   ( 3.44)
݃൫ߛRୢRܨEୢ, ୡ݂୫, ୷݂୫, ࢇ୬୭୫൯ ൐ 0.  ( 3.45)
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recommendations reviewed for the modelling uncertainty of the two-step procedure 
and the studies analysed in Paper II, the values in Table 3.2 were recommended in 
Paper III. Due to the lack of available data these values should be seen a rough 
approximations and do not account for gross human errors. 
The wide ranges given make it difficult for the designer to choose an appropriate 
value, and more research is needed to quantify the modelling uncertainty of nonlinear 
analysis more accurately. This can be seen as a severe drawback to the proposed 
safety format. However, without information about the modelling uncertainty, the 
results of the chosen modelling approach are of very limited value to assure an 
intended reliability level. Therefore, a lack of information about the modelling 
uncertainty should be seen rather as a limitation of the modelling approach than of the 
safety format. 
 
Table 3.2  Coefficients of variation and mean ratios of experimental- to predicted 
strength factors to account for modelling uncertainty of the critical component 
Failure type  Coefficient 
of variation, 
஘ܸ,R [%] 
Mean ratio of 
experimental
- to predicted 
strength, 
ߠR,୫ 
Compression Normal strength concrete 10 – 20 0.9 – 1.0 
 High strength concrete 20 – 30 1.0 
Bending Under-reinforced 5 – 15 1.0 – 1.2 
 Under-reinforced, bending 
reinforcement not aligned in 
principal moment direction 
5 – 15 0.9 
 Over-reinforced, normal strength 
concrete 
10 – 15 0.9 – 1.0 
 Over-reinforced, high strength 
concrete 
20 – 30 1.0 
Shear Failure due to yielding of the 
reinforcement 
10 – 25 0.9 – 1.0 
 Failure due to crushing of concrete, 
Combination of compression and 
shear loading, Large members, 
Bending reinforcement not aligned 
in principal moment direction 
20 – 40 0.7 – 1.0 
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3.5.2.2 Loading in the failure critical part of a structure 
For statically indeterminate structures, the uncertainty of the loading in the failure 
critical part of the structure must be taken into account. However, the modelling 
competitions and round-robin tests analysed did not allow quantifying this 
uncertainty. The uncertainty of loading in the failure critical part of the structure is 
similar to the uncertainty of action effect calculations for the two-step procedure. This 
has been quantified with coefficients of variation in JCSS (2001) which recommends 
values in the range of 5 െ 20%, see Table 3.3.  
Table 3.3  Recommended probabilistic models for model uncertainties of action effect 
calculations, from JCSS (2001) 
 Coefficient 
of variation, 
஘ܸ,E[%] 
Mean 
value, 
ߠE,୫ 
Moments in frames 10 1 
Axial forces in frames 5 1 
Shear forces in frames 10 1 
Moments in plates 20 1 
Forces in plates 10 1 
 
3.5.2.3 Two options 
There are two options to account for the modelling uncertainty for the one-step 
procedure. The first option is more in line with the semi-probabilistic approach. The 
modelling uncertainty of the loading in the failure critical part of the structures is 
accounted for on the action side by the factor, ߛSୢ, which is included in the partial 
factor, ߛF, see Figure 3.7. In this case the coefficient of variation to account for the 
modelling uncertainty can be calculated to ஘ܸ ൌ ஘ܸ,R and the mean ratio of 
experimental- to predicted strength to ߠ୫ ൌ ߠR,୫. 
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Figure 3.7  Partial factors according to new safety format, Option 1 
 
The second option is to use the partial factor, ߛ୤, for the design action calculation 
which does not include the uncertainty of the loading in the failure critical part of the 
structure, see Figure 3.8. This requires that the coefficient of variation, ஘ܸ, and the 
mean ratio, ߠ୫, be calculated:   
The advantage of this approach is that the structural complexity can be taken into 
account. However, accounting for the loading in the critical component on the 
resistance side is not in accordance with the semi-probabilistic approach. This can 
require an adjustment of the assumed sensitivity factors of the load and resistance 
side, ߙE and ߙR, of the semi-probabilistic approach. 
 
஘ܸ ൌ ට ஘ܸ,Rଶ ൅ ஘ܸ,Eଶ   ( 3.46)
ߠ୫ ൌ ߠR,୫ · ߠE,୫ . ( 3.47)
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Figure 3.8  Partial factors according to new safety format, Option 2 
 
3.5.3 Geometrical uncertainty 
Reinforced concrete structures are often insensitive to geometrical imperfections. 
Accordingly, the use of a coefficient of variation to account for the geometrical 
uncertainty, ୥ܸ ൌ 5% is recommended. However, for structures that are sensitive to 
geometrical imperfections, such as slender columns, it is recommended to include an 
appropriate imperfection into the nonlinear analysis. 
 
3.5.4 Material uncertainty 
In the past, the main problem in formulating a safety format for nonlinear analysis 
was the influence of the partial factor for concrete, ߛC, on the modelled response of 
the structure, Mancini (2002). To avoid falsifying the modelled response by using the 
design material parameters, ୡ݂ୢ and ୷݂ୢ, a change to more realistic material 
parameters has been proposed, König et al. (1997), Cervenka et al. (2007), Six 
(2001), Henriques et al. (2002). For this an additional safety factor must be applied to 
increase the forces for which the nonlinear analysis must find equilibrium. Due to the 
different variability of the steel strength and the concrete strength, the additional 
safety factor must be dependent on the material that causes failure. Six (2001) and 
Henriques et al. (2002) chose formulations which are only suitable for special types of 
structures to determine the extra safety factor. König et al. (1997) proposed the use of 
roughly the mean steel strength, ୷݂୫ ؆ ሚ݂୷ ൌ 1.1 ୷݂୩, but a reduced characteristic 
concrete strength, ሚ݂ୡ ؆ 0.84 ୡ݂୩ , in the nonlinear analysis. This allows one to employ 
a constant additional safety factor independent of the material that causes failure. 
More generally applicable than the approaches of Six (2001) and Henriques et al. 
(2002) is the proposal by Cervenka et al. (2007) who used a sensitivity study to 
determine the sensitivity of changes in the material parameters on the ultimate 
structural resistance. Cervenka et al. (2007) used one analysis with the mean material 
parameters and another one with characteristic material parameters to calculate the 
coefficient of variation, ୤ܸ, to account for the material uncertainty. 
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In this thesis work, instead of decreasing both material strengths at the same time, it 
was decided to test reducing one material strength at a time. Generally, this required 
three additional nonlinear analyses to calculate the ultimate structural resistances: 
 with decreased concrete compressive strength 
ܨR୳,∆୤ౙ ൌ  ݎൣ ୡ݂୫,୧ୱ exp൫െc V୤ౙ,౟౩൯ , ୡ݂୲୫,୧ୱ, ୷݂୫, ࢇ୬୭୫൧,  
 with decrease concrete tensile strength to calculate 
ܨR୳,∆୤ౙ౪ ൌ  ݎൣ ୡ݂୫,୧ୱ, ୡ݂୲୫,୧ୱ exp൫െcV୤ౙ౪,౟౩൯ , ୷݂୫, ࢇ୬୭୫൧ and  
 with decreased steel strength,  
ܨR୳,∆୤౯ ൌ  ݎ ቂ ୡ݂୫,୧ୱ, ୡ݂୲୫,୧ୱ, ୷݂୫ exp ቀെcV୤౯ቁ , ࢇ୬୭୫ቃ  
where ܨR୳,∆୤ౙ,  ܨR୳,∆୤ౙ౪ and ܨR୳,∆୤౯ are the ultimate structural resistances when 
decreased concrete compressive strength, decreased concrete tensile strength and 
decreased steel strength were used as input parameters; c is the step size parameter; 
V୤ౙ,౟౩ , V୤ౙ౪,౟౩ and V୤౯ are the coefficients of variation of the in situ concrete compressive 
strength, in situ concrete tensile strength and yield strength of the reinforcement, 
respectively; and ୡ݂୲୫,୧ୱ is the mean in situ concrete tensile strength. 
In similarity to the Gauss-approximation formula, but with an increased step size, the 
coefficient of variation to account for the material strength uncertainty can then be 
calculated as 
where ∆ ୡ݂,  ∆ ୡ݂୲ and ∆ ୷݂ are the step sizes by which the material strengths were 
decreased; ߪ୤ౙ,౟౩ଶ , ߪ୤ౙ౪,౟౩ଶ  and ߪ୤౯ଶ  are the variance of the in situ concrete compressive 
strength, in situ concrete tensile strength and the yield strength of the reinforcement 
steel, respectively. 
In Paper II this approach was compared with the proposal by Cervenka et al. (2007) 
on beams in bending for which only the concrete compressive strength and the 
strength of the reinforcement steel could cause failure. Five step size parameters, c, to 
decrease the material parameters were tested. It was found that the most accurate 
results were obtained when Equation 3.48 was used with a step size parameter of 
c ൌ 2.15. 
Paper III examined further a less conservative approach to quantify the material 
uncertainty and to calculate the coefficient of variation:  
However, only minor differences were found between Equations 3.48 and 3.49. 
 
3.6 Testing of the new safety format 
At first a test was conducted to determine whether the safety format leads to the target 
reliability of the resistance side according to the semi-probabilistic approach of 
୤ܸ ؆
ଵ
ிR౫ౣ
ඨቀிR౫ౣିிR౫,∆౜ౙ∆௙ౙ ቁ
ଶ ߪ୤ౙ,౟౩ଶ ൅ ቀ
ிR౫ౣିிR౫,∆౜ౙ౪
∆௙ౙ౪ ቁ
ଶ ߪ୤ౙ౪,౟౩ଶ ൅ ൬
ிR౫ౣିிR౫,∆౜౯
∆௙౯ ൰
ଶ
ߪ୤౯ଶ   
( 3.48)
୤ܸ ؆ ଵிR౫ౣ max ൜
ிR౫ౣିிR౫,∆౜ౙ
∆௙ౙ ߪ୤ౙ,౟౩ ,
ிR౫ౣିிR౫,∆౜ౙ౪
∆௙ౙ౪ ߪ୤ౙ౪,౟౩,
ிR౫ౣିிR౫,∆౜౯
∆௙౯ ߪ୤౯ൠ.  ( 3.49)
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ߚR ൌ 3.04. For comparison the same test was made for the safety format according to 
EN 1992-2. Then the loads were also included in the evaluation of the safety format, 
to see whether the new safety format, in combination with the provisions of EN 1990, 
CEN (2002a), yields the target reliability of ߚ ൌ 3.8. In a third step, the new safety 
format and three safety formats presented in the Model Code 2010 were applied to a 
concrete frame bridge for which the design structural resistances were compared. 
 
3.6.1 Resistance side 
To test whether the safety format leads to the target reliability of the resistance side, 
according to the semi-probabilistic approach of ߚR ൌ 3.04, it was used to calculate 
the design structural resistance according to  
The same was done for the safety format according to EN 1992-2. Then full 
probabilistic analysis was used to calculate the probability that the resistance is below 
the design resistance, ܲሺܴ ൏ ܴୢሻ, and the corresponding reliability index, ߚR ൌ
െΦିଵ൫ܲሺܴ ൏ ܴௗሻ൯, where Φ is the standard normal distribution function. Testing of 
the new safety format is presented for: 
 Beam sections in bending in Paper II,  
 Short columns subjected to a normal force in Schlune et al. (2011) 
 Beam sections subjected to shear forces in Schlune et al. (2011), and 
 Beam sections subject to a combination of bending moment and shear force in 
Paper III. 
The mean reliability indexes for the design according to EN 1992-2, ߚҧEN, and for the 
new safety format, ߚҧ୬ୣ୵, and the corresponding coefficients of variation, ஒܸEN, and 
, ஒܸ౤౛౭, are summarised in Table 3.4. 
It can be seen that the design according to EN 1992-2 led to a good agreement for 
beams in bending when a small modelling uncertainty of ஘ܸ,R ൌ 5% was assumed. 
However, when a higher modelling uncertainty was assumed, EN 1992-2 led to 
reliability indexes that were below the target reliability.  
The new safety format led to a much closer agreement with the target reliability 
regardless of the component analysed. The higher the assumed modelling uncertainty 
was the closer the agreement was to the target reliability.  
It must be noted that the comparison between the safety formats is not entirely fair. To 
calculate the safety factor, ߛRୢR, for the new safety format, the same coefficient of 
variation, ஘ܸ,R, and ratio, ߠR,୫, as in the full probabilistic analyses were assumed. The 
same holds for the mean material strengths and variability of the material strengths. In 
practical applications of the new safety format only approximations of these values 
can be used, which results in a higher variability of the reliability indexes obtained. 
 
 
ܴୢ ൌ ோೠୀ௚൫௙ౙౣ,౟౩,௙౯ౣ,ࢇ౤౥ౣ൯ఊRౚR .  ( 3.50)
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Table 3.4 Reliability indexes and coefficients of variation of reliability indexes for 
design according to EN 1992-2 compared with those of the new safety format 
 
3.6.2 Global reliability 
To ascertain whether the new safety format, in combination with the provisions of EN 
1990 CEN (2002a), leads to the target reliability of ߚ ൌ 3.8, the loads were also 
included in the evaluation of the safety format on beam sections in bending. 
At first, the design moment resistance, ܯRୢ, was calculated for each beam 
configuration, according to EN 1992-2 and to the new safety format. The design 
action effect, ܯEୢ, was calculated with the assumption of an optimal design, ܯEୢ ൌܯRୢ. For the assumed ratios of the characteristic action effect of the permanent loads 
to the imposed loads of ܯQ,୩ ൌ 0.4ܯG,୩ and ܯQ,୩ ൌ 1.0ܯG,୩, Equations. (6.10a) and 
Type of component Number of 
analysed 
configurations 
Safety format 
according to  
EN 1992-2 
New safety 
format 
ߚҧEN ஒܸಶಿ ߚҧ୬ୣ୵ ஒܸ౤౛౭ 
Beam sections in bending, 
஘ܸ,R ൌ 5%, 
ߠR,୫ ൌ 1.0, 
see Paper II 
156 2.95 9.5% 3.08 7.6% 
Short columns loaded by a 
normal force,  
஘ܸ,R ൌ 10%, 
ߠR,୫ ൌ 1.0, 
see Schlune et al. (2011) 
72 2.51 5.2%. 3.05 4.9%. 
Beams in shear,  
஘ܸ,R ൌ 30%, 
ߠR,୫ ൌ 1.0, 
see Schlune et al. (2011) 
96 1.07 25.0%. 3.04 1.9%. 
Beams in shear,  
஘ܸ,R ൌ 10%, 
ߠR,୫ ൌ 1.0, 
see Schlune et al. (2011) 
96 2.34 11.7% 3.12 6.0% 
Beams loaded by shear 
force and bending moment, 
஘ܸ,R ൌ 17.4 െ 20%,  
ߠR,୫ ൌ 1.07 െ 1.13,  
see Paper III 
30 2.08 13.4% 3.16 2.3% 
Beams loaded by shear 
force and bending moment, 
஘ܸ,R ൌ 12%,  
ߠR,୫ ൌ 1.05,  
see Paper III 
30 2.56 11.5% 3.23 4.0% 
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(6.10b) from CEN (2002a) were used to calculate the characteristic action effects. In 
the next step the mean action effects were calculated for a reference period of 50 years 
according to Grünberg (2002). Finally, Monte-Carlo simulations were used to 
calculate the failure probability, ୤ܲ, using the stochastic model according Table 3.5. 
Four concrete compressive strength classes and three effective depths were analysed. 
Three reinforcement ratios were analysed ሺߩ௧௢௧ ൌ 0.4%, 1.5%, 3.0%ሻ. For each 
configuration ݊ ൌ 5 · 10଺ samples were used to evaluate the limit state function 
݃ሺࢄሻ ൌ ߠRܯ൫ ୷݂, ୡ݂, ݀ୱ൯ െ ߠSሺܯG ൅ ܯQሻ  
where ߠS is a variable to model the uncertainty of the action effect, and ܯG and ܯQ 
are the action effects of the permanent and imposed loads, respectively. 
 
Table 3.5 Stochastic model of basic variables 
 Symbol Dimension Distribution Mean value, 
μX 
Standard 
deviation, 
σX 
Materials 
Concrete, C20 fc,C20 MPa LN 23.8 0.214μX 
Concrete, C40 fc,C40 MPa LN 40.8 0.126μX 
Concrete, C60 fc,C60 MPa LN 57.8 0.097μX 
Concrete, C80 fc,C80 MPa LN 74.8 0.084μX 
Reinforcing 
Steel 
fy MPa LN 550 30 
Geometrical data
Effective depth dS1 mm N 200 10 
Effective depth dS2 mm N 275 10 
Effective depth dS3 mm N 350 10 
Action effects 
Permanent load ܯG kNm N MG,k 0.1μMG 
Imposed load ܯQ kNm GU MQ,k/ 
(1+1.87VMQ,50) 
0.3μMQ 
Model uncertainty 
Resistance  ߠR – LN 1.00 0.05 
Action effects ߠS – LN 1.00 0.05 
Distribution types: N: normal; LN: log-normal; GU: Gumbel. 
For the failure probabilities obtained, the reliability indices, ߚ, were calculated. For 
the design, according to EN 1992-2, a mean reliability index of ߚҧEN ൌ 4.03 with the 
coefficient of variation ஒܸEN ൌ 4.4% was obtained; for the design according to the 
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new safety format a mean reliability index of ߚҧ୬ୣ୵ ൌ 4.14 with a coefficient of 
variation ஒܸEN ൌ 3.9% was obtained. The corresponding histograms are shown in 
Figure 3.9. 
For the stochastic model assumed, the new safety format reached a reliability level 
that is higher than the target reliability. It is also higher than the reliability of the 
safety format according to EN 1992-2. The conservative results are caused partly by 
the conservative assumption of the semi-probabilistic approach. At the same time, the 
reliability level of the new safety format is more constant than that of the EN 1992-2 
safety format. 
 
Figure 3.9  Reliability indexes for sample structures 
 
3.6.3 The portal frame bridge 
Together with three safety formats proposed by the Model Code 2010, the new safety 
format was applied to a portal frame bridge, see Paper IV. Beam elements were used 
to model the bridge and the resistance was limited by the strength of the 
reinforcement steel. For the new safety format, a coefficient of variation, ஘ܸ,R ൌ 5%, 
and ratio of, ߠR,୫ ൌ 1.0, were assumed to account for the modelling uncertainty. This 
led to good agreement with the design structural resistances according to Model Code 
2010 when the model uncertainty factor, ߛRୢ ൌ 1.06 was assumed. When the 
coefficient of variation, ஘ܸ,R ൌ 10%, was assumed in the new safety format, the 
design structural resistance was lower than the design resistances according to Model 
Code 2010 with the highest recommended model uncertainty factor, ߛRୢ ൌ 1.10, was 
used. Higher modelling uncertainties could not be covered by the recommended 
ranges of the model uncertainty factor from Model Code 2010.  
 
3.7 Discussion 
3.7.1 Deformation capacity 
Almost all of the safety formats described in Section 3.4 and the new proposed safety 
format verify the structural reliability by an inequality of forces. However, this alone 
does not result in structures that have the intended reliability level. It is also required 
that the deformation capacity utilised be reliably available.  
This became apparent for the portal frame bridge (Paper IV) but can be shown more 
clearly for the structure given in Figure 3.10. Although, the structure was chosen for 
illustration purposes, the linear elastic–perfect plastic behaviour of section 1-1 is not 
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so far from that of typical concrete structures, such as under-reinforced beams in 
bending. 
 
Figure 3.10  Structure to illustrate the importance of deformation capacity 
 
For simplicity it is assumed that the structure is loaded with one load, ܳ, and the 
intended reliability level is assured by a single safety factor, ߛ. Increasing the load 
causes first a linear increase of the bending moment in section 1-1, before normal 
forces are introduced in section 2-2, see Figure 3.11. When the gap between beam A 
and column B is closed, the moment, ܯଵିଵ, and curvature, ߠଵିଵ, in section 1-1 do not 
increase further, while the normal force in section 2-2 increases rapidly. To verify the 
structure it is required that the nonlinear analysis find the equilibrium for the load, ܳ୩, 
which is increased by the factor, ߛ, that is ܳ୩ ൏ ߛܳ୩. This increase does not lead to an 
increase of the bending moment or curvature in section 1-1, that is ܯଵିଵሺܳ୩ሻ ൌܯଵିଵሺߛܳ୩ሻ and ߠଵିଵሺܳ୩ሻ ൌ ߠଵିଵሺߛܳ୩ሻ. It is now possible that the ultimate curvature 
in section 1-1, ߠଵିଵ,୳, is nearly reached for the load, ܳ୩, that is ߠଵିଵ,୳ ؆ ߠଵିଵሺܳ୩ሻ ൌ
ߠଵିଵሺߛܳ୩ሻ. This means that despite the safety factor, ߛ, section 1-1 could be very 
close to failure.  
One might ague that it does not matter if section 1-1 is sufficiently reliable as long as 
the structure has sufficient reserves of redundancy. However, to be able to utilise the 
capacity of column B, it is required that beam A has sufficient deformation capacity 
so that is does not fail before load, ܳ, can be redistributed to column B. This is only 
checked as part of the nonlinear analysis, using realistic material parameters, when the 
global resistance factor method, the estimated coefficient of variation method, the 
safety formats according to Six (2001) and Henriques et al. (2002) or the new safety 
format are used. This checking does not reliably guarantee the required deformation 
capacity, especially as the deformations after peak loading and the deformation 
capacity are usually quite poorly described by nonlinear models, van Mier and 
Ulfkjaer (2000), Collins et al. (1985) and Jaeger and Marti (2009). 
For plastic analysis it is well known that the deformation capacity must be checked. 
However, very little attention has been paid to this making nonlinear analysis. None 
of the previously described safety formats accounts for this including the safety 
format according to EN 1992-2. 
To obtain the intended reliability level it is therefore necessary that the deformation 
capacity used be verified by separate checks. Alternatively, conservative modelling 
approaches can be used for the deformation capacity, or the resistance uncertainty due 
to the deformation uncertainty must be appropriately accounted for in the safety 
format.  
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Figure 3.11  Sectional force–load diagram for the structure shown in Figure 3.10. 
 
3.7.2 Human error 
When compared with the traditional design approach, nonlinear analysis seems to be 
more vulnerable to human error. There are many modelling choices and a lot of 
parameters that need to be defined which results in numerous options to do wrong. As 
human error were shown to be the main reason for structural failures, Andersson et al. 
(2010), verification procedures and measures for quality assurance for nonlinear 
analysis need to be developed. In addition, verification procedures for nonlinear 
analysis software packages are needed. 
 
3.7.3 Verification and the one-step procedure 
To verify the structure in the one-step procedure it is not possible to manipulate action 
effects or component resistances without violating equilibrium which is the key 
requirement for the nonlinear analysis. The only parameters that can be manipulated 
are input parameters for the nonlinear analysis, like material parameters, geometrical 
parameters or actions and the structure must be verified by showing that the nonlinear 
analysis finds equilibrium for a given set of unfavourable and unlikely input 
parameters. All previously described safety formats use to some extent the semi-
probabilistic approach to calculate the input parameters for the nonlinear analysis. 
However, to avoid using design material parameters all safety formats, except the 
partial factor method, use more realistic material parameters which require that the 
action for which the nonlinear analysis must find equilibrium must also be increased 
beyond the design values. This violates the principle of the semi-probabilistic 
approach. Therefore, the question must be raised if it is not time for a more drastic 
change for the verification procedure with the one-step procedure.  
Traditionally, in nonlinear analysis the material properties are keep constant and the 
actions are increased until failure occurs. However, it was mentioned that for special 
cases it might be better to keep the actions constant and to decrease the resistance 
parameters, see Vrouwenvelder (2010). An intermediate solution has been proposed 
by starting at mean (or representative) values and increasing (or decreasing) them 
proportional to the standard deviation until failure occurs, Vrouwenvelder (2010). 
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Another similar solution can be to start again at mean (or representative) values. In the 
next step a sensitivity analysis is used to determine the importance of model 
parameters. This can e.g. be done by decreasing each favourable parameter within a 
reasonable range or until failure is reached. The same must be done for all 
unfavourable parameter which must be increased. In a final nonlinear analysis the 
parameters can then be increased or decreased proportional to their sensitivity until 
failure is reached. This can then be used to calculate an approximate reliability index, 
ߚ. 
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4 Conclusions 
4.1 Finite element model updating 
4.1.1 General conclusions 
Uncertainties in the boundary conditions, in interaction between different structural 
parts, and model parameters can result in inaccurate FE models. These uncertainties 
can greatly influence the results, and they can seldom be determined directly through 
tests. Therefore, a methodology for FE model updating to improve bridge evaluation 
was proposed, which allows estimating these uncertainties implicitly, with on-site 
measurements coupled to FE models by FE model updating. Applying the 
methodology to the new Svinesund Bridge improved the understanding of the bridge 
response and resulted in a significantly more accurate FE model. The updated model 
parameters are believed to be more accurate estimates of the actual structural 
parameters. 
However, despite the comprehensive measurement program, the number of 
parameters that could be updated was relatively small. To enable the updating of 
structural parameters, e.g. for damage detection, further improvements of the updating 
procedures are needed.   
Furthermore, it was found that engineering judgment was paramount for the success 
of FE model updating. The importance of manual model refinements was highlighted 
to avoid compensating for modelling errors by meaningless changes to model 
parameters. 
 
4.1.2 Suggestions for future research 
To facilitate estimating more structural parameters by FE model updating, more, as 
well as more accurate, measurements are needed. In addition, more accurate a priori 
FE models that allow for capturing nonlinear behaviour and ways to eliminate 
environmental effects from the measurements need to be further developed. 
Improvements in the objective function formulation and advances in the field of 
optimisation would also contribute to the advances in FE model updating. Finally, 
updating procedures that include an appropriate choice of measurements should be 
developed for common types of bridge. 
 
4.2 Safety Evaluation of Concrete Structures with 
Nonlinear Analysis 
4.2.1 General conclusions 
The modelling uncertainty of nonlinear analysis was quantified, based on available 
round-robin tests and modelling competitions, and coefficients of variation in the 
range of ஘ܸ,R ൌ 10 െ 40% were found to be appropriate for failure modes that are 
more difficult to model than under-reinforced concrete beams in bending. 
Available safety formats for nonlinear analysis, according to EN 1992-2, CEN (2005), 
and Model Code 2010, fib (2010a) and fib (2010b), do not account for such a high 
modelling uncertainty: they result in a reliability level which is below the intended. 
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Unless a small modelling uncertainty can be guaranteed, their use is not 
recommended. 
Based on the observation that the modelling uncertainty is often the parameter that 
governs the reliability of structures, a new safety format is proposed. The safety 
format allows one to explicitly account for the structural modelling, geometrical, and 
material uncertainty. To quantify the material uncertainty, a sensitivity study that 
requires two to three additional nonlinear analyses with reduced material strengths is 
recommended. Testing of the safety format on numerous examples showed that it 
provides to close agreement with the target reliability. 
In addition, it was shown that an inequality of forces does not necessarily lead to the 
intended target reliability. It is further necessary, that the deformation capacity which 
is utilised during the nonlinear analysis is reliably available.  
 
4.2.2 Suggestions for future research 
The data to quantify the modelling uncertainty is scarce and not representative for 
nonlinear analysis in practical applications. Therefore, it was only possible to quantify 
the modelling uncertainty in wide ranges which are of limited practical help. To be 
able to quantify the modelling uncertainty more accurately, further round-robin tests 
and modelling competitions are needed. 
The scarcity of detailed modelling guidelines for nonlinear analysis means that the 
modelling uncertainty is very high for difficult-to-model failure modes. As a result 
high safety margins are needed which results in low structural design resistances. 
Large benefits in design resistances can be obtained by decreasing the modelling 
uncertainty of nonlinear analysis. This requires for the development of accurate 
modelling approaches and detailed modelling guidelines. 
For complicated structures, such as that shown in Figure 3.6, it is unclear how the 
deformation used can be reliably assured. Approaches to achieve this are needed. 
Today, conservative assumptions for boundary conditions and initial imperfections 
are often used for the global modelling. However, in similarity to the practice of using 
design material parameters, this can falsify the modelled response. To allow for 
realistic modelling, a sensitivity study, such as the proposed approach to quantify the 
material uncertainty for the new safety format, can be appropriate to account for these 
kinds of uncertainties. The usefulness of a sensitivity study for other applications also 
needs to be studied. 
Due to the incompatibly of the one-step procedure with the semi-probabilistic 
approach, a more drastic conceptual change to the verification procedure for nonlinear 
analysis is needed and should be developed. 
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a b s t r a c t
The potential of combining finite element (FE) analysis with on-site measurement through finite element
model updating is indisputable. However, simplified initial models and too few measurements can lead
to updated model parameters which conceal inaccurate modelling assumptions rather than improve
estimates of the actual structural parameters. Therefore, the methodology proposed aims primarily to
eliminate inaccurate modelling simplification by means of manual model refinements before parameters
are estimated by non-linear optimization. In addition, multi-response objective functions are introduced,
which allow combing different types of measurements to obtain a solid basis for parameter estimation.
The proposed methodology was applied to one of the world’s largest single-arch bridges, the new
Svinesund Bridge, and disclosed a need to use a non-linear model in order to estimate the structural
parameters more accurately. The resultant model could reproduce the measurements with significantly
improved accuracy without assigning unrealistic values to model parameters.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Maintenance, upgrading, repair, and replacement of bridges
lead to high costs and considerable disruption of today’s traffic. For
effective bridge management, accurate and reliable information
about the safety and condition of bridges is indispensable. In
current practice, however, existing bridges are analysed and
evaluated by means of highly simplified structural models.
This approach is not entirely satisfactory because inevitable
uncertainties in material and structural modelling may have
significant effects on the results of the analysis [1–3]. Structural
models that are verified, refined, and tuned with respect to actual
measurements can reduce these uncertainties and provide a better
basis for management decisions.
A significant amount of research has been done to combine
measurementswith finite element (FE) analysis for the assessment
of bridges. Chajes et al. [4] used strain measurements under truck
loading to determine the support restraint and the composite
section properties of a steel-girder-and-concrete-slab bridge.
When these findings were introduced into the initial FE model,
a substantially higher load carrying capacity could be shown.
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doi:10.1016/j.engstruct.2009.02.011Huang [5] described a method of using strain and deflection
measurements to improve the accuracy of FE models. Without
including unreliable effects, such as unintended support restraint
which may not hold for higher loads or during the entire lifetime,
he showed a higher capacity for a box-girder bridge than with
conventionalmethods. Enevoldsen et al. [6] changed the stiffnesses
of joints manually in an FE model of a truss railway bridge until
good agreement with measured strains during a train passage was
obtained. The FE model was then used to assess the fatigue life of
the bridge for higher axle loads. For an overview of bridge rating
based on load tests and FE analysis see [7].
Beside static or quasi-static load tests, modal characteristics
have been extensively used to obtain more information about
the response of bridges. Daniell and Macdonald [8] introduced
manual changes to an FEmodel of a cable-stayed bridge to obtain a
better match with eigenfrequencies from ambient vibration tests.
However, FE model updating through non-linear optimization is
more common when modal characteristics are used as reference
data; see [9–11].
In this study, a methodology is presented which allows
combining static and dynamic measurements with an initial FE
model to obtain better knowledge of the structural response of
existing bridges. To avoid obtaining model parameters which
concealmodelling simplifications the importance ofmanualmodel
refinements is highlighted.
In this article, ‘FE model updating’ refers to the complete
procedure of changing an FE model to better correspond to
experimental data. This includes manual model refinements,
1478 H. Schlune et al. / Engineering Structures 31 (2009) 1477–1485Table 1
Methodology for FE model updating.
Steps Purpose
1 Manual model refinements
1.1 Remove lower bond assumptions Introduce justified changes
1.2 Refine model Disclose the need for model refinements; decrease all types of modelling errors
1.3 Conduct parameter study Obtain an overview of model parameter sensitivities; find improved estimates of model parameters
2 Updating through non-linear optimization
2.1 Find improved estimates of updating parameters Obtain more accurate model; obtain more accurate estimates of model parameters
3 Model evaluation
3.1 Evaluate model parameter changes Evaluate the reliability and accuracy of updated parameters; find possible source for model parameter
changes
3.2 Prepare model for further analysis Eliminate model parameter changes that do not hold for the conditions that need to be analyseda parameter study, and parameter estimation by non-linear
optimization. Furthermore, ‘manual model refinement’ is used to
describe all kinds of changes that are introduced manually to
the model. This term better describes comprehensive changes
to the model than does ‘manual tuning’ used by Daniell and
Macdonald [8] and Živanović et al. [11] or ‘manual calibration’ used
by Aktan et al. [12].
2. Disagreement between experimental observations and nu-
merical predictions
One of the reasons for FE model updating is the need for an
accurate structural model with respect to measurements. If this
is the only goal, FE model updating can be quite simple, as only
somemodel parameters of the structuralmodel have to be changed
which lead to improved agreement with the measurements. In
such a case it is admissible, but not necessary, that the changed
model parameters be improved estimates of actual structural
parameters as long as they bring about improved agreement with
the measurements.
However, when a generally valid FE model that can be used to
analyse untested conditions is sought or when FE model updating
is used as a global non-destructive testing method to estimate
uncertain structural parameters, it is important that the updating
procedure corrects wrong assumptions in the FE model, rather
than introduces arbitrary changes that make the model agree
with measurements. This is considerably more difficult because
simplified models, model parameter uncertainties, and inaccurate
measurements can easily lead to inaccurate estimates of the
structural parameters through FE model updating.
In FE model updating, attention is often drawn to changing
model parameters, while less attention is given to other possible
sources of disagreement between measurements and FE analysis.
The total modelling error accumulates during the whole finite
element modelling and analysis process. It starts with the
engineer’s decisions about which physical phenomena to include
into the model. Unavoidable simplifications of the structural
representation concerning the level of detailing, the choice of
element types and size, boundary conditions, loading, material
parameters, and material models can influence the accuracy
significantly. Furthermore, numerical errors accumulate due to
round-off errors and iterative solutions. Robert-Nicoud et al. [13]
illustrate the effect of a small modelling simplification on an
estimated structural parameter in a simple example.
In addition, themeasurement error and signal processing errors
contribute to the total discrepancy between the experimental
and numerical results. The challenges that are associated with
measuring the response of constructed systems, such as bridges,
and the consequences for FE model updating have been described
in [14].
The idea underlying structural parameter estimation by FE
model updating is to combine measurements with an a priori FE
model to gain new information about the structure, typically some
of the structural parameters. As the new information is based onthe combination of prior information, namely the measurements
and the initial FE model, the reliability and accuracy of this
new information strongly depends on the quality of the prior
information. Therefore, it is essential that the measurement error
and the modelling error are small compared with the error which
is introduced by the model parameters that are updated. Ill-
conditioning due to a low sensitivity of the structural response to
changes of model parameters, as observed in [15–17], amplifies
this problem.
3. Proposed methodology
Due to the previously described difficulties that are associated
with parameter estimation through FE model updating, two main
improvements are proposed: manual model refinements before
parameter estimation through non-linear optimization; and the
use of multiple types of measurements for updating. The steps of
the proposed methodology are summarized in Table 1.
3.1. Static and dynamic measurements
Finite element model updating can be deceptively simple for
a small amount of experimental data and a large number of
uncertain structural parameters [12]. In this instance it is likely
that several non-unique solutions exist. To decrease the risk of
having an underdetermined or ill-posed problem, a large amount
of experimental data is needed. While either static or dynamic
measurements are often used for updating, Aktan et al. [12] and
Catbas et al. [18] concluded that different types of measurements
are needed when a generally valid model is sought. To obtain
improved estimates of the actual structural parameters of a
bridge, it is important that the uncertain structural parameters
determine the choice of measurements, not the reverse. To find
a set of measurements that can be used to estimate the main
uncertain structural parameters, it can be helpful to simulate the
model updating procedure before undertaking expensive on-site
measurements.
Furthermore, it is desirable to choose measurement types and
loading conditions which are relevant to the final purpose of the
updated FE model. This reduces the consequences of inaccurately
estimated structural parameters through FE model updating
and decreases the uncertainty associated with extrapolating the
finding to other loading conditions.
Compared to static measurements, modal characteristics have
the advantage of containing information about the global response
of bridges. This makes them less sensitive to local structural pa-
rameters. The number of identifiable modes limits the information
that can be gained about the response of a bridge. The number of
static measurements, typically strains, forces, displacements, and
inclinations, under known loads is limited only by the number of
available sensors. As measured strains and forces are more sensi-
tive to the response in their vicinity, they are better suited to de-
termine local parameters. On the other hand a dense net of sensors
is requiredwhen information about the global response of a bridge
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used the first modal characteristics to update the boundary con-
ditions and then static measurements to update the local model
parameters.
3.2. Manual model refinements
To obtain an accurate FE model that can capture all important
physical effects and allows for estimation of uncertain structural
parameters, manual model refinements can be crucial. The
proposed procedure successively reduces the modelling errors
of an initial FE model, thereby reducing the risk of concealing
the initial modelling simplifications by inaccurately estimated
structural parameters. The strength of manual model refinements
is that they can be used to decrease all types of modelling
errors, while the strength of FE model updating by non-linear
optimization lies in tuning uncertain model parameters. Manual
model refinements can be done in three steps; however, it may be
necessary to apply the second and third steps alternately.
When FE models are used for the design or assessment
of bridges, simplifications and assumptions ‘on the safe side’
are appropriate. However, the FE models used for FE model
updating should be as accurate as possible. Therefore, all lower
bond assumptions should be replaced by realistic assumptions
in a first step. To avoid introducing additional modelling errors,
it is recommended to first base all changes on engineering
calculations without taking into account the agreement between
the measurements and the FE analysis.
In a second step, the FE model can be changed according to
agreement between the FE analysis results and themeasurements.
By comparing the residuals for different load cases, measurement
locations and sensor types, invalid or inaccurate assumptions
in the FE model can be disclosed. An iterative trial and error
procedure based on engineering judgement can be used to
introduce realistic changes into themodel. As boundary conditions
and joint properties often have a high influence on the FE
analysis results, their representation in the FE model should
be reviewed. Furthermore, one can check whether additional
physical phenomena have to be introduced into the FE model
to obtain a more realistic description of reality. This also leads,
through experience, to an improved understanding of the physical
phenomena which have to be included when modelling common
bridge types and, hence, to more accurate a priori models.
In the third step, the model and the measurements can be
combined to gain more information about uncertain structural
parameters. This can be done by changing uncertain model
parameters until improved agreement between the numerical and
experimental response is obtained. Another way is to conduct a
parameter study by formulating an index of discrepancy, called
the objective function, and plotting the value of the objective
function for parameter variations. An advantage of this procedure
is that it gives an idea of the shape of the objective functions,
which makes it easier to assess the reliability of the estimated
parameters. If the agreement of the model with measurements is
satisfactory, a critical assessment of the model should be made
before it can be used for further analysis; see Section 3.4. For
further improvements of the model and the estimated structural
parameters, FE model updating through non-linear optimization
can be utilized. An advantage of manually improving estimates
of the structural parameters is that a better starting point for
the optimization algorithm is obtained, which reduces the risk of
getting stuck in local minima.
3.3. FE model updating through non-linear optimization
An increasing number of model parameters are impractical to
tune manually. Therefore, optimization algorithms are commonly
used to find model parameters that make the FE model agree
better with measurements. Finite element model updating bynon-linear optimization consists of three main components,
namely the choice of updating parameters, the objective (or cost)
function, and the optimization algorithm.
Updating parameters are the model parameters that are
changed by the optimization algorithm to minimize the objective
function. To increase the sensitivity ofmodel parameters, grouping
of those which show a high correlation can be done. When
estimating the uncertainty of possible updating parameters, one
must be aware of the distinction between the certainty of the
elastic modulus of a steel beam, for example, and the uncertainty
of the elastic modulus of the bridge deck girder, which is used as
an updating parameter. In the first example the elastic modulus
is a material parameter which is accurately known; see [19]. In the
second, the elasticmodulus is used as a parameter which describes
the stiffness changes of the bridge deck in all directions. In this
instance it is used to summarize effects, such as the railing system
and the asphalt layer, on the structural performance of the bridge
deck girder, which leads to higher uncertainty.
Optimization algorithms are typically required to be stable and
fast. The Gauss–Newton algorithm is probably the most often
used algorithm for FE model updating; see e.g. [20]. Teughels
and De Roeck [21] applied the Gauss–Newton method with
a trust region strategy to improve stability. Gentile [22] used
Rosenbrock’s methods; global optimization algorithms have also
been applied [23].
The objective function is an index of discrepancy between the
FE analysis results and the measurements. As FE model updating
by non-linear optimization using static measurements has seldom
been applied, experience in the choice of an appropriate objective
function is still limited. When eigenfrequencies are used to update
an FE model, the sum of squared differences or the sum of squared
relative differences has usually been used:
J1 =
m∑
i=1
(zni − zei)2 = (zn − ze)T(zn − ze) (1)
J2 =
m∑
i=1
(
zni − zei
zei
)2
= (zn − ze)TW2(zn − ze), (2)
where zn and ze are vectors with numerical and experimental
eigenfrequencies, respectively, m is the number of eigenfrequen-
cies, and W2 is a diagonal matrix with the squared reciprocals of
the experimental eigenfrequencies as diagonal elements.
When different types of measurements contribute to the
objective function, it is important that they are unit-less.
Normalization is therefore required to assure that the contribution
to the objective function is not dependent on the units chosen.
Eq. (2) fulfils this demand and could thus be used as a multi-
response objective function when zn and ze are changed into
vectors containing different types of numerical and experimental
responses. Problems arise when the normalization factors are
close to zero. In this instance the objective function can become
dominated by one or a few terms. When eigenfrequencies are
used exclusively in the objective function, this problem does not
occur. However,whenmeasured displacements, strains, and forces
under various types of loadings are used, there is a risk that
some measured responses will be very small compared with the
difference between the numerical and measured responses.
Bell et al. [24] chose the difference between the measured and
the numerical response of the initial model as a normalization
parameter. This can cause the objective function to be dominated
by a few terms, when some measured and numerical responses
happen to agree very well initially.
A way of taking the significance of different kinds of measure-
ments into account and obtaining dimensionless terms is to use
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term:
J3 =
m∑
i=1
√
(zni − zei)2
σ 2i
=
m∑
i=1
|zni − zei|
σi
. (3)
A way of keeping the least square form of the objective function
is to omit the square root, as in the next equation. This leads to
an objective function with lower weights for small residuals and
higher weights for residuals that are higher than one standard
deviation:
J4 =
m∑
i=1
(zni − zei)2
σ 2i
= (zn − ze)TW4(zn − ze), (4)
whereW4 is a diagonal matrix with the reciprocals of the variance
as diagonal elements; see Fig. 1. Experimental responses that are
far from the numerical counterparts may indicate a significant
need for improvement of the FE model, but this can also indicate
a faulty sensor. To prevent the objective function from being
dominated by residuals from faulty sensors, the next equation can
be used:
J5 =
m∑
i=1
erf
( |zni − zei|
σi
√
2
)
. (5)
By taking the error function of the normalized absolute residuals,
each term of the objective function is limited to 1.0; see Fig. 1.
Another way of composing the objective function is to first
calculate an average error for all types of responses separately:
J6,k =
nk∑
j=1
|zk,nj − zk,ej|
nk∑
j=1
|zk,ej|
, (6)
where k indicates the response type, nk is the number of responses
for each response type, and zk,nj and zk,ej are analytical and
experimental responses of type k. The weighted average error
for the different types can then be added to form the objective
function:
J6 =
k∑
i=1
wkJ6,k, (7)
wherewk is a weighting factor for the response type k. The shapes
of objective functions 3–5 for a single residual are shown in
Fig. 1. Objective function J6 also leads to a linear-shaped objective
function, similar to objective function 3, with the slope determined
by the weighting factorwk and the sum
∑nk
j=1 |zk,ej|.
When there is divergence of the optimization algorithm or
if unrealistic values are assigned to the updating parameters,
they can be constrained by adding a penalty term to the
objective functions. This additional a priori information allows a
compromise between good agreementwith experimental data and
small changes to the updating parameters.
3.4. Model evaluation
Assessing the quality of the updated model comprises two
steps. First, the reliability of the changes that were introduced into
themodel has to be checked and justifications formodel parameter
changes have to be found. A good agreement between numerical
and experimental data as well as realistic model parameters are
necessary, but not sufficient, conditions for a physicallymeaningful
updated model. Friswell and Mottershead [25] suggested dividing
themeasurements in twoparts. One part is used for updatingwhile
the other is used for verification of the updating procedure. This
has the drawback that the available reference data for updating
are reduced. In the absence of well developed procedures to
assess the estimated model parameters, it is often necessary toFig. 1. Shape of objective functions for one normalized residual.
rely on engineering judgement. Therefore, it is important that the
capability of the model updating procedure is not overestimated.
The second step is to be check whether the changes introduced
in the model also hold for the conditions which will be analysed
with the updated model. This requires that the sources for the
model parameter changes can be found. There are guidelines on
how to extrapolate findings from diagnostic load tests to higher
loads [7].
4. Case study
The methodology proposed here was applied in a practical
example on the new Svinesund Bridge.With a total length of 704m
and a main span of 247 m, it is one of the world’s longest single-
arch concrete bridges; see Fig. 2. The two multi-cell bridge girders
consist of steel and carry two lanes of traffic each. The girders are
connected by crossbeams which are suspended from the arch in
the main span. In the side spans the cross beams are supported
by concrete columns. Due to the slenderness of the columns, it
was necessary to prestress the crossbeams onto the column heads
to avoid uplifting of the bridge deck girders under asymmetric
loading. The two bridge girders, passing the arch on either side,
were designed to be rigidly connected to the arch in order to
provide additional lateral stability to the arch. For a more detailed
description of the bridge, see [26].
4.1. Preconditions
A measurement programme was initiated to check that the
real bridge behaved as designed. Later, the decision was taken to
use the available experimental data also for FE model updating to
obtain an accurate model for the management of the bridge and
to determine uncertain structural parameters. The locations of the
permanently installed sensors are shown in Fig. 3. For a detailed
description of the measurement programme, see [27–29].
The full reference data for updating consisted of 10 measured
forces in the hanger pair 1, 95 readings of strain gauges in the
arch and 155 measured displacements that were collected during
static load tests with eight trucks; see Fig. 4. In addition, the
first four eigenfrequencies, determined under ambient vibration
from June to August, were used. Higher order modes could not
be clearly paired due to the lack of mode shape information. All
hanger forces under dead weight, which were determined using
temporary sensors, were used only when the model was manually
refined. As the hanger forces depended mainly on their prestress
during the construction process, which was beyond the scope of
the study, they were not included in the objective functions.
To illustrate the effect of the changes introduced in the FE
model, objective functions J3–J6, were used; see Eqs. (3)–(7). The
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standard deviations for the four eigenfrequencies were calculated
separately. For each of the other measurement types a common
standard deviation was assumed. After removing temperature
effects from the strain, displacement, and forcemeasurements, the
standard deviations during the tests, σtest,k, for each measurement
type, k, were calculated. This accounted for effects that varied
during the load test, such as wind, noise in the data acquisition
system and deviations from the intended truck position. Effects
that were not covered by σtest,k, such as deviations from the
intended sensor position and sensor accuracy, were estimated
and summarized in σsensor,k. Assuming Gaussian distributions, both
standard deviationswere then added to estimate the total standard
deviation for the measurement type according to
σtot,k =
√
σ 2test,k + σ 2sensor,k. (8)Table 2
Accuracy of the initial FE model.
Average
experimental values
Average
numerical values
Average
error
1
m
∑m
i=1 |zei| 1m
∑m
i=1 |zni| 1m
∑m
i=1 |zei − zni|
Eigenfrequencies
(Hz)
0.80 0.71 0.11
Strains (10−6) 7.56 7.58 1.54
Displacements
(mm)
7.92 9.69 2.18
Hanger forces
(kN)
131.89 137.42 5.95
Fig. 5. Finite element model of the bridge.
To calculate the objective function, J6, weighting coefficients of
wk = 1 were chosen.
The initial FE model used for updating was developed by Plos
et al. [31]. It was based on the model that was used for the design
of the bridge. Timoshenko beam elements were used to model all
structural parts. The bridge girdersweremodelled as a grid of beam
elements with longitudinal beams to represent the longitudinal
walls and transversal beams to model the transversal stiffening
walls; see Fig. 5. The agreement of the initial FE model with the
measurements is summarized in Table 2.
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Removal of lower bond assumptions. Mean material parameters
had been used in the initial model. However, to take into
consideration that the concrete arch was more than one year
old when the bridge was tested, the elastic modulus based on a
concrete age of 28 days was increased to account for the further
hardening [32]. In addition, the contribution of the reinforcement
steel to the arch stiffness had not been accounted for. The stiffness
increase due to these effects has been calculated for the cross
sections for which reinforcement drawings were available. A
quadratic curve was than fitted into the available data to obtain
an approximation of the stiffness increase for the complete arch;
see [30].
Refine model. To increase the agreement with measured eigenfre-
quencies, Ülker-Kaustell and Karoumi [29] suggested restraining
the longitudinal bridge-girder movement over the columns in the
FE model. Based on their suggestion the bridge girders were tied
to the supporting columns which restrained the bridge-girder ro-
tation and translation. This led to an improved agreement of the
eigenfrequencies; however, the contribution of the displacement
decreased for three of the four objective functions. At the same
time the agreement observed for the strains was less good, while
the measured forces remained almost unchanged; see Fig. 7.
When the agreement for each load case tested was evaluated
separately, it became clear that sometimes a restrained, and
sometimes a free, bridge-girdermovement led to better agreement
with the tests. This revealed the need for more realistic modelling
of the responses of the bearings. Therefore, an elastic-perfect-
plastic model was introduced into the model to simulate the
response of the bearings under the static load tests while
tied bearings were assumed for the eigenfrequency analysis.
A linear increase of the horizontal forces in the bearings up
to the static friction threshold at a displacement of 1 mm
was assumed, followed by constant friction force for increasing
displacements. The estimated static friction threshold was based
on the specification of the bearing manufacturer. It depends on
the temperature, the contact pressure, and the accumulated sliding
path before the load test. This change caused all objective functions
to decrease significantly.
The hanger forces computed for dead weight were on
average 58% lower than the measured ones. This disclosed
an underestimated bridge deck girder mass in the FE model.
Investigations showed that the mass of non-structural parts such
as the asphalt layer and the railings were not taken into account as
mass but as additional load cases. Summing up the mass of non-
structural parts and introducing this by means of mass points into
the FE model led to improved agreement for the eigenfrequencies
and the hanger forces under dead weight.
Due to the increasedmass, the analytical eigenfrequencieswere
then lower than the experimental ones. Therefore, whether or notthe asphalt layer added stiffness to the bridge deck girders was
checked. Using van der Poel’s nomograph [33] to estimate the
stiffness modulus of the bitumen and then the nomograph of Ugé
et al. [34] to estimate the stiffness of the asphalt did not lead to
significant stiffness increase of the bridge deck girder. Therefore,
changes of the bridge deck stiffness were postponed until the
parameter study.
To check whether the non-linear response of the concrete arch,
caused by cracking of the concrete, had to be introduced into the
model, the stresses in the arch were computed. As the entire arch
was found to be under compression for all load cases tested, no
changes were made to the initially assumed linear elastic material
model.
Parameter study. When the accuracy of the five load cases was
compared, it was found that the FE model was less accurate
for load cases with loads close to the arch and bridge deck
girder connection. Therefore, the initially rigid connection in the
FE model was replaced by a spring-connection which allowed
rotation of the bridge deck girders around the y-axis. Due to
the high uncertainty associated with the initial estimate of the
rotational spring stiffness, it was varied over a wide range and
the values for the four objective functions used were plotted. The
best agreement with all measurement types was obtained for high
spring stiffnesses, which restored the initial rigid connection; see
Fig. 6. Although the sensitivity of the structural response was low
for the initial estimate of the spring stiffness, it was still possible
to verify the designers’ assumption of a rigid connection for this
critical detail of the bridge.
Other parameters more closely studied were the elastic
modulus of the concrete arch, the elastic modulus of the bridge
girders, the static friction threshold for the bearings, the mass
of non-structural parts along bridge girders, and the rotational
stiffness of the arch supports around the y-axis. The parameter
study showed the lowest objective function values when the
bridge girder stiffness was increased by approximately 15%; see
Fig. 6. In addition, the best agreement with the measurements was
found when the arch stiffness was increased by an additional 3%.
Furthermore, the study indicated that the static friction threshold
of the bearing was around 13% higher than initially assumed.
The additional mass that was introduced into the model, based
on calculations, could be verified through the parameter study.
As the rotational stiffness of the arch support was found to
have no significant influence on the measurements, it could
not be estimated more accurately through the sensitivity study.
Therefore, the initial estimate was used. Had the measurement
programme been designed according to the recommendation in
Section 3, namely that the measurement chosen should allow for
the determination of uncertain structural parameters, it would
have been possible to gain additional information about the
important, but uncertain, soil–structure interaction.
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Average error development; see also Table 2.
Initial model Manual refinements
(exclusive parameter study)
Parameter study Optimized with respect to objective function
J3 J4 J5 J6
Eigenfrequencies (Hz) 0.11 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Strains (10−6) 1.54 1.60 1.68 1.53 1.55 1.53 1.50
Displacements (mm) 2.18 1.31 0.98 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.99
Hanger forces (kN) 5.95 10.39 3.63 2.68 2.56 4.3 2.37Table 4
Normalized updating parameters.
Initial model Manual refinements
(exclusive parameter study)
Parameter study Optimized with respect to objective function
J3 J4 J5 J6
E-modulus of concrete arch 1.00 1.04–1.17 1.07–1.20 1.03–1.15 1.04–1.17 1.02–1.14 1.02–1.14
E-modulus of bridge deck girders 1.00 1.00 1.15 1.17 1.16 1.32 1.17
Additional mass of non-structural parts 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.06 1.09 1.07 1.03
Static friction threshold of bearings – 1.00 1.13 0.91 0.86 0.98 0.81The normalized parameters that led to the lowest objective
function values are summarized in Table 4.When the findings from
the parameter study were introduced into the model, all of the
objective functions decreased; see Fig. 7.
4.3. FE model updating through non-linear optimization
So far only one parameter was varied at the time, which could
not account for the interaction between the different types of
model parameters. Therefore, parameter estimation through non-
linear optimization was done to further increase the accuracy
of the FE model and to obtain more accurate estimates of
some structural parameters. Due to convergence problems in a
prestudy when using gradient based optimization algorithms, theNelder–Mead simplex algorithm [35] was chosen for optimization.
It is robust and does not require the computation of any derivative
information. Four structural parameters were chosen for updating,
namely the elastic modulus of the concrete arch, the elastic
modulus of the bridge girders, the static friction threshold of the
bearings, and themass of non-structural elements along the bridge
girder.
The final accuracy of the updated models is summarized in
Table 3. The corresponding normalized updating parameters are
shown in Table 4. It can be seen that the previously introduced
increase of the elastic modulus of the arch stiffness was reversed
partially by the optimization algorithm. The elastic modulus of
the bridge girders increased further for all objective functions. In
addition, the mass of non-structural parts increased by between
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decreased by between 13% and 28%. Even though the same
tendency of updating parameter changes could be observed, their
final normalized values differed with up to 0.17 depending on the
chosen objective function. The optimization algorithm decreased
objective functions J3 and J6 by approximately 11%, J4 by 31%, and
J5 by less than 6% compared to the parameter study. These are only
small improvements compared to the manual model refinements,
despite substantial changes to the updating parameters. The low
sensitivity of the objective functions with respect to the updating
parameter changes, in combination with the high influence
of model simplification, highlights the difficulties which are
associated with structural parameter estimation by FE model
updating. The final normalized objective function values are
presented in Fig. 7.
Although all objective functions clearly show increased model
accuracy with the changes introduced, their development is quite
different. Objective function J4 drops to 2.4% of the initial value
while objective function J5 decreases only to 69%. The high
drop of J4 is mainly due to the improved agreement of the
second eigenfrequency, which contributes to more than 80% of
the objective function value before a restrained bridge girder
movement is introduced into the model. On the other hand,
the second eigenfrequency adds less than 1% to the value of
objective function J5 for the first twomodel evolution steps. A good
compromise between these two extremes is objective function J3.
A descriptive method of expressing the model discrepancy can be
obtained by objective function J6, which can be interpreted as the
average error for all of the measurement types.
4.4. Model evaluation
All of the changes introduced as manual model refinements be-
fore the parameter study could be reasoned. Thus, high confidence
in the changes introduced was achieved. The parameter changes
that were based on the parameter study or the optimization al-
gorithm are more uncertain. All updating parameters remained
within realistic ranges without introducing constraints.
The highest uncertainty was associated with the stiffness
increase of the bridge girders, which was derived from the
parameter study. The reason for this has to be carefully analysed
before it can be relied on in further analysis. A possible source for
additional stiffness is the railing system.
In addition, the static friction of the bearings was shown to
have a significant effect on the measured properties. In particular,
the eigenfrequency agreement improvedwhen a restrained bridge
deck girdermovementwas assumed.However, the load test clearly
showed that the bearings move under higher horizontal forces.
Therefore, it can be questioned whether a restrained bridge girder
movement can be assumed for higher excitations such as strong
winds or earthquakes. For analysis under static loads, one cannot
rely on the static friction in the bearings, as it may not hold for a
longer period of time due to thermal changes or excitation caused
by passing vehicles.
5. Discussion
In Table 3 and Fig. 7 it can be seen that the agreement of the
model with the strain measurements remains almost unchanged
for all model evolution steps. A plausible reason is that the strain
sensors have been placed in or close to disturbed regions. This
could not been accounted for by the beam elements which have
been used in the model. Furthermore, other local effects like the
elastic modulus variation of the concrete or the reinforcement
arrangement around the strain sensors generally limit the accuracy
of strain measurements in concrete and hence their value for
model updating.
For the other measurements types a significant better agree-
ment was obtained through FE model updating without assigning
unrealistic values to the updating parameters. However, a certaininaccuracy of the model remained. To further increase the agree-
ment of themodel with themeasurements, a less restrictive choice
of updating parameters was tested. For example, by using two up-
dating parameter for the arch stiffness, one for the arch bases, one
at the crown, and quadratic interpolation in between, further de-
creasing objective functions could be obtained. However, due to
the unrealistic values that were assigned to the concrete cross
sections, it is believed that the updating algorithm compensates
for the model simplification or measurement errors by unrealis-
tic model parameters, instead of finding improved estimates of the
actual structural parameters.
It was also possible to obtain a more accurate model with
respect to one type of measurements or to selected parts of the
measurements when the others were excluded from the objective
function. The challenge however was to obtain a model that could
reproduce all 264 measured values with reasonable accuracy.
6. Conclusions
A methodology for FE model updating for improved bridge
evaluation has been proposed and applied. Important aspects like
the choice of measurements, model simplifications, the accuracy
and reliability of updated parameters, and the analysis of untested
loading conditions have been included.
While the focus of FE model updating is usually on tuning
model parameters, this article highlights the importance of
other modelling errors. Manual model refinements prior to FE
model updating by non-linear optimization was shown to be
decisive for the success of the case study conducted. The manual
model refinements decreased the initial modelling error through
physically justified changes and allowed thedetection of important
physical phenomena which had to be introduced into the model.
This reduced the risk of compensating for modelling errors by
meaningless changes to updating parameters.
Furthermore, it was shown that FE model updating can be
applied to non-linear models of real bridges. Besides the slightly
increased computational time, no problems were encountered
after introducing the non-linear bearing response into the model.
Four multi-response objective functions for FE model updating
were proposed and tested. It was shown that improved accuracy
for eigenfrequency calculations does not necessarily lead to an
improved model for static analysis. The combination of numerous
and diverse kinds of measurements should preferably be used
when a generally valid and accurate model is sought. As a different
bearing behaviour was observed under ambient excitation and
during the load tests, it was not possible to update the boundary
conditions through modal characteristics and then use the same
boundary conditions for static analysis.
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Abstract 
For realistic modelling of reinforced concrete structures, nonlinear models are often 
inevitable, which raises the question of an appropriate safety format for nonlinear analysis. 
This article gives an overview of available safety formats and discusses their advantages and 
disadvantages. An analysis of available round robin tests and modelling competitions shows 
that current safety formats do not properly account for the modelling uncertainty of nonlinear 
analysis. Based on this observation a new safety format was proposed which allows one to 
explicitly account for the modelling uncertainty. To avoid any interaction of the modelled 
response with the safety format, the mean in situ material parameters should be used in the 
nonlinear analysis and a resistance safety factor is used to assure the intended reliability level. 
The application of the new safety format to beam sections loaded in bending showed that it 
offers a reliability level that is in good agreement with the target reliability. 
Keywords: nonlinear analysis, model uncertainty, concrete, safety format, reliability 
 
Notation 
ܣ௖  area of the concrete section 
ࢇ୬୭୫  nominal geometrical parameters 
ܣୱ,୪  area of the longitudinal reinforcement 
ܾ  width of a beam 
ܿ  step size parameter 
݀  effective depth of a beam 
ሚ݂ୡ  concrete compressive strength used in the nonlinear analysis according to EN 1992-2 
ୡ݂୫  mean concrete compressive strength of specially cured cylinders 
ୡ݂୫,୧ୱ  mean in situ concrete compressive strength 
ୡ݂୩  characteristic concrete compressive strength 
ୡ݂୩,୧ୱ  characteristic in situ concrete compressive strength 
୷݂୫   mean yield strength of reinforcement steel 
୷݂୩  characteristic yield strength of reinforcement steel 
II-2 
ሚ݂୷,  yield strength of the reinforced steel used in the nonlinear analysis according to EN 
1992-2 
ୱ݂୳  ultimate strength of reinforcement steel 
݄  beam depth 
ܴ  resistance of a section or a structure 
ܴୢ  design resistance of a section or a structure 
ܴ୫  resistance when the mean in situ material parameters are used in the nonlinear analysis 
ܴ୬  nominal resistance of a section or a structure 
୤ܸ  coefficient of variation of the variable to model the material uncertainty 
୤ܸౙ  coefficient of variation of the concrete compressive strength of specially cured 
cylinders 
୤ܸౙ,౟౩  coefficient of variation of the in situ concrete compressive strength  
୤ܸ౯  coefficient of variation of the yield strength of the reinforcement steel 
୥ܸ  coefficient of variation of the variable to model the geometrical uncertainty 
Rܸ  coefficient of variation of the resistance 
θܸ  coefficient of variation of the variable to model the modelling uncertainty  
κܸ  coefficient of variation of the variable to account for the lower concrete compressive 
strength in real structures than in specially cured cylinders 
ݔ  compressive zone depth 
ܺ୥  random variable to model the geometrical uncertainty 
୤ܺ  random variable to model the material uncertainty 
ߙୡୡ  coefficient applied on the concrete compressive strength to account for long term 
effects and the way the load is applied 
ߙE  sensitivity factor for the action side according to the semi-probabilistic approach 
ߙ୤ sensitivity factor for the material strength 
ߙR  sensitivity factor for the resistance side according to the semi-probabilistic approach 
ߚ  reliability index 
ߚR  reliability index on resistance side 
ߛC  partial factor for concrete 
ߛS  partial factor for reinforcement steel 
ߛO′  resistance safety factor according to EN 1992-2 (CEN, 2004b) 
ߝୱଵ  reinforcement steel strain in the tensile reinforcement (or the less compressed 
reinforcement layer) 
ߝୱ୳  ultimate strain of reinforcement steel 
ߠ  random variable to model the modelling uncertainty 
ߠ୫  mean ratio of experimental strength over calculated strength 
ߩ୲୭୲  reinforcement ratio 
ߩଵ  reinforcement ratio for tensile reinforcement (or the less compressed reinforcement) 
ߩଶ  reinforcement ratio for compressive reinforcement 
ߢ  variable to account for the lower concrete compressive strength in real structures than 
in specially cured cylinders 
ߢ୫  mean value of ߢ 
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σ୤ౙ,౟౩ଶ  variance of the in situ concrete compressive strength 
σ୤౯ଶ   variance of the yield strength of the reinforcement steel 
 
Introduction 
Today, the classic design and assessment of concrete structures usually involves two steps. In 
the first step a linear-elastic model is used to calculate the structural response. This analysis is 
made using mean stiffnesses with the intention to obtain a realistic description of the 
distribution of internal forces and moments. The second step consists of the design of all 
critical components of the structure using local nonlinear models. The component design is 
made using design material parameters, conservative models, or both, in order to ensure the 
intended reliability level. 
The assumed linear-elastic material behaviour of the structural analysis is a gross 
simplification, especially for concrete structures. This can lead to a modelled structural 
response and internal force distribution that deviates significantly from reality. To describe 
the structural response more realistically, nonlinear analysis is becoming more widely used. 
‘Nonlinear analysis’ is in this article used to denote an analysis which accounts for the 
nonlinear stress-strain relationship of the concrete and reinforcement steel, allows for 
redistribution and can be used to calculate the failure load directly as the employed material 
models automatically guarantee equilibrium in critical components. Only for failure modes 
that can not be described by the nonlinear analysis, additional manual component checks are 
needed. This reduces the use of incompatible models for the structural analysis and the 
component checks and the nonlinear analysis fulfils the purpose of both steps according to the 
classic design approach. This raises the question of an appropriate safety format. The mean 
material parameters would be needed for a realistic structural analysis, while design material 
parameters would be needed to ensure the intended reliability level. 
In this paper, existing safety formats for nonlinear analysis of concrete structures are 
presented and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. Due to the importance of the 
modelling uncertainty which differs significantly between different types of modelling 
approaches and failure modes, a new safety format is proposed which allows explicitly 
accounting for the modelling uncertainty. Rather than using partial factors which are 
employed to calculate design material strengths a resistance safety factor is employed to 
calculate the design resistance. 
 
Safety formats for nonlinear analysis of concrete structures 
The safety formats discussed here were based on the general principles of structural design 
according to EN 1990 (CEN, 2002a). According to this Eurocode, a target reliability index in 
the ultimate limit state (ULS) was chosen, ߚ ൌ 3.8, for a reference period of 50 years. 
Furthermore, a fixed separation between action effects and resistance was introduced by 
assuming fixed sensitivity factors for the action effects, ߙE ൌ െ0.7, and the resistance, 
ߙR ൌ 0.8 (Sedlacek and Müller, 2006). For a wide range of applications in structural 
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engineering this semi-probabilistic approach has been shown to yield reliability indexes that 
are in good agreement with the target reliability index (Grünberg, 2002). Due to this 
separation between action effects and resistance, the following safety formats apply only to 
the calculating of the design resistance, with a target reliability of ߚR ൌ ߙRߚ ൌ 3.04, while 
the load must be treated according to EN 1990 (CEN, 2002a) and EN 1991 (CEN, 2002b). 
Partial factors according to EN 1992-1-1 
The partial factors according to EN 1992-1-1 (CEN, 2004a) were established for the 
component check, according to the classic design approach. Nevertheless, they can also be 
used in combination with nonlinear analysis; they are the basis for the safety format for 
nonlinear analysis according to EN 1992-2 (CEN, 2004b). Therefore, their derivations are 
briefly summarised. The partial safety factors are based on the assumption that the relation 
between the resistance, ܴ, and nominal resistance, ܴ୬, can be expressed in multiplicative 
form: 
1. ܴ ൌ ߠ ڄ ܺ୥ ڄ ୤ܺ ڄ ܴ୬       
where ߠ, ܺ୥, ୤ܺ are random variables to model the modelling, geometrical, and material 
uncertainty respectively. This allows one to calculate the coefficient of variation of the 
resistance, Rܸ, according to  
2. Rܸ ൌ ට θܸଶ ൅ ୥ܸଶ ൅ ୤ܸଶ     
where θܸ, ୥ܸ, ୤ܸ are the coefficients of variation of associated random variables to model the 
modelling, geometrical, and material uncertainty. The coefficients of variation given in Table 
1 can be assumed as the basis for the partial factors given in EN 1992-1-1, (European 
Concrete Platform, 2008). Inserting the values from Table 1 into Equations 2 and 3 leads 
directly to the partial safety factor, ߛS ൌ 1.15, for steel which is used as a divisor to calculate 
the design steel strength from the characteristic strength: 
3. ߛS ൌ expሺߙRߚ Rܸ െ 1.64 ୤ܸሻ.    
For concrete, an additional factor of 1.15 has been introduced to account for the lower 
concrete strength in real structures than in the specially cured cylinders that are used to 
determine the concrete strength class. Inserting again the values from Table 1 in Equations 2 
and 4 leads to the partial factor for concrete, ߛC ൌ 1.50: 
4. ߛୡ ൌ 1.15 ڄ expሺߙRߚ Rܸ െ 1.64 ୤ܸሻ.   
Theoretically, Equation 1 and the subsequent equations are not valid when the resistance is 
calculated as the sum of products, e.g. for sections loaded by a normal force when the 
resistance is the sum of the steel and concrete contribution. However, by applying the partial 
factors to the material strengths instead of the sectional resistance, the partial factors can still 
be used for this kind of analysis. Furthermore, it must be noted that the design material 
parameters are only used to calculate the capacity of sections with respect to bending 
moments and normal forces. Additional safety factors or conservative assumptions are 
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introduced in the analytical equations to describe other types of failure. Besides these 
theoretical derivations, the partial factors are also based on experience and full probabilistic 
analysis (Holický and Marková, 2000). By inserting design material strengths in the nonlinear 
analysis and using the nominal geometrical parameters, ࢇ୬୭୫, the design resistance, ܴୢ, can 
be calculated: 
5. ܴୢ ൌ ܴ൛ ୡ݂ୢ, ୷݂ୢ, ࢇ୬୭୫ൟ ൌ ܴ ቄ௙ౙౡఊC ,
௙౯ౡ
ఊS , ࢇ୬୭୫ቅ.  
It is a drawback to this approach that in accounting for all types of uncertainties by reducing 
the material parameters, very low material parameters must be used. In nonlinear analysis of 
statically indeterminate structures, the use of reduced material parameters can lead to an 
unrealistic load distribution. Furthermore, for structures in which the structural behaviour is 
influenced by second order effects, the very low material parameters can result in an over-
conservative and uneconomical design. 
Table 1. Statistical representation which leads to the partial safety factors in EN 1992-1-
1 
Type of uncertainty Assumed Coefficient of Variation 
 Steel Concrete 
Modelling Vθ = 2.5% Vθ = 5% 
Geometry Vg = 5% Vg = 5% 
Material Vf = 4% Vf = 15% 
Table 1. Statistical representation which leads to the partial safety factors in EN 1992-1-1 
 
Safety format for nonlinear analysis according to EN 1992-2 
A modification of the previous safety format, better suited for nonlinear analysis, was 
proposed (König et al., 1997); and after small modifications it has been included in EN 1992-
2 (CEN, 2004b). According to this proposal the yield strength, ሚ݂୷, and the concrete 
compressive strength, ሚ݂ୡ, which are used as input data in the nonlinear analysis, should be 
calculated according to  
6. ሚ݂୷ ൌ 1.1 ୷݂୩ ൌ 1.27 ୷݂ୢ  
7. ሚ݂ୡ ൌ 1.1 ఊSఊC ߙୡୡ ୡ݂୩ ൌ 1.27 ୡ݂ୢ     
where ߙୡୡ is a coefficient taking into account long term effects and the way the load is 
applied. To obtain the same reliability level as for the safety format used for the cross 
sectional design, it is then necessary to divide the resistance, ܴ൛ ሚ݂୷, ሚ݂ୡ, ࢇ୬୭୫ൟ, obtained from 
the nonlinear analysis, by a resistance safety factor, ߛO′ ൌ 1.27: 
8. ܴୢ ൌ ோ൛௙ሚ౯,௙ሚౙ,ࢇ౤౥ౣൟఊO′ .  
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The safety format is, apart from the factor 1.27, identical to the safety format for the cross 
sectional design according to EN 1992-1-1. Therefore, it can be assumed that the same 
modelling uncertainty of θܸ ൌ 2.5 െ 5% has been accounted for. 
Compared to the safety format for the cross sectional design according to EN 1992-1-1, the 
safety format of EN 1992-2 is a major improvement for the nonlinear analysis of concrete 
structures. By introducing an additional resistance safety factor, ߛO′, it is not necessary to 
account for all uncertainty by a reduction of the material strength. This allows the use of more 
realistic material parameters in the nonlinear analysis, which results in a more realistically 
modelled response.  
A drawback to both of the safety formats presented in EN 1992 is that the modelling 
uncertainty was chosen with analysis of beams and columns in mind. For the analysis of more 
complicated structures, with failure modes more difficult to model, a coefficient of variation 
of θܸ ൌ 2.5 െ 5% to account for the modelling uncertainty is not valid, see Table 2-4. Hence, 
for these kinds of structures, both safety formats will lead to unsafe results. 
Alternative approaches 
Besides the two safety formats mentioned in EN 1992, there have been some alternative 
approaches to ensure safety in combination with nonlinear analysis of concrete structures. 
According to one proposal the mean concrete strength, ୡ݂୫, and the mean steel yield strength, 
୷݂୫, should be used in the nonlinear analysis, (Henriques et al., 2002). The reliability is 
ensured by a resistance safety factor, ߛR. For beam and column analysis ߛR is based on the 
relative position of the neutral axis ݔ/݀, where ݔ is the compressive zone depth and ݀ is the 
effective depth of the cross section. This allows one to calculate the design resistance 
according to 
9. ܴୢ ൌ ோ൛௙౯ౣ, ௙ౙౣ, ࢇ౤౥ౣ ൟఊRሺ௫,ௗሻ .   
Another safety format was proposed based on probabilistic analysis of slender columns, (Six, 
2001). Here, the material strengths used in the nonlinear analysis are the characteristic 
strengths increased by a factor 1.1. The resistance obtained is then to be divided by a 
resistance safety factor, ߛR. This depends on the reinforcement steel strain in the tensile 
reinforcement (or the less compressed reinforcement layer), ߝୱଵ, the reinforcement ratio, 
ߩ୲୭୲ ൌ ܣୱ,୪ ܣୡ⁄ , and the ratio between the reinforcement amount of the most compressed layer 
and the least compressed layer, ߩଶ/ߩଵ, where ܣୱ,୪ is the area of the longitudinal reinforcement, 
ܣ௖ is the area of the concrete section. This allows calculation of the design resistance as: 
10. ܴୢ ൌ ோ൛ଵ.ଵ௙౯ౡ, ଵ.ଵఈౙౙ௙ౙౡ, ࢇ౤౥ౣൟఊRሺఌభ, ఘ౪౥౪, ఘమ/ఘభሻ  .  
An advantage of both approaches is that realistic material parameters are used in the analysis; 
consequently, the modelled structural response should be in good agreement with the real 
structural response. A drawback is that they can only be applied to analysis of beams and 
columns due to the formulation of the resistance safety factors, ߛR. 
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A general safety format for nonlinear analysis 
All of the previously described safety formats are only applicable to nonlinear analysis of 
beams and columns. This is due either to the assumed modelling uncertainty, which is not 
appropriate for failure modes that are more difficult to model, or due to the criteria for 
calculating the resistance safety factor, which are not applicable to other types of analysis. To 
allow nonlinear analysis to be used for all types of reinforced concrete structures a new safety 
format is proposed in the following:  
To yield a realistic image of reality, the mean concrete in situ material strength, ୡ݂୫,୧ୱ, the 
mean yield strength of steel, ୷݂୫,୧ୱ ൌ ୷݂୫, and nominal values, ࢇ୬୭୫, for the geometrical 
parameters should be used in the analysis to calculate the resistance: 
11. ܴ୫ ൌ ܴ൛ ୷݂୫, ୡ݂୫,୧ୱ, ࢇ୬୭୫ൟ . 
The design resistance, ܴୢ, is obtained by division of the resistance, ܴ୫, by a resistance safety 
factor, ߛR, which depends on the coefficient of variation of the resistance, Rܸ: 
12. ܴୢ ൌ ோ൛௙౯ౣ,௙ౙౣ,౟౩,ࢇ౤౥ౣൟఊRሺ௏Rሻ  . 
Justified by the central limit theorem for products, and in line with EN 1992-1-1 (CEN, 
2004a), it is assumed that the resistance is approximately log-normal distributed, which 
allows approximating the resistance safety factor as: 
13.  ߛR ൌ expሺߙRߚ Rܸሻ  
Following the principles of the safety format from EN 1992-1-1, the coefficient of variation of 
the resistance, Rܸ, should be calculated according to Equation 2 to account for the modelling, 
geometrical, and material uncertainty using, θܸ, ୥ܸ and ୤ܸ. A biased modelling approach can be 
accounted for by computing the resistance safety factor as 
14. ߛR ൌ ୣ୶୮ሺఈRఉ௏Rሻఏౣ   
where ߠ୫ is the mean ratio of experimental strength over calculated strength for the chosen 
modelling approach. The safety format is summarised in Figure 1 and details to quantify the 
modelling, geometrical, and material uncertainty are given in the following sections. 
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Figure 1.  Flow chart for new safety format 
 
Modelling uncertainty 
While the variability of the resistance due to material uncertainty and geometrical uncertainty 
is explicitly accounted for, all other variability must be accounted for by the modelling 
uncertainty. 
Uni-axial bending 
For bending failure, the failure load obtained by nonlinear analysis usually agrees very well 
with the failure load that is obtained with hand calculations according to codes. Both 
calculation methods are usually based on the Euler-Bernoulli Hypothesis with a material 
response under uni-axial loading. Hence, for both procedures a similar modelling 
uncertainties can be assumed. For the classic design approach, the JCSS Model Code (JCSS, 
2001) recommends mean ratio of ߠ୫ ൌ 1.2 and a coefficient of variation of θܸ ൌ 15% for the 
component analysis. In Sustainable Bridges (Casas et al., 2007) the coefficient of variation 
θܸ ൌ 6% is assumed. 
To quantify the modelling uncertainty of nonlinear analysis, a round robin test of over-
reinforced beams under 4-point bending was conducted, (van Mier and Ulfkjaer, 2000). Apart 
from the concrete, steel and geometrical properties, stress-strain diagrams for the concrete test 
with high-and low-friction-loading plates were specified in the invitation to the round robin 
test. Four beam types were tested: one small beam with normal strength concrete (NSC 
small), one large beam with normal strength concrete (NSC large), one beam made of high 
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strength concrete (HSC) and one beam of fibre reinforced high strength concrete (FRHSC). 
Each beam type was tested three times. One contribution (Kang et al., 1998) was excluded 
from this study as a range of solutions was provided. The mean ratio, ߠ୫, and the coefficients 
of variation of the modelled strengths, θܸ, are summarised in Table 2. 
Table 2.  Modelling uncertainty of over-reinforced beams  
Beam 
type ߠ୫ θܸ 
NSC 
small 0.93 10% 
NSC 
large 0.94 11% 
HSC 1.02 25% 
FRHSC 0.98 26% 
 
It can be seen that for the normal strength concrete beams non conservative results were 
obtained, whereas the coefficients of variation of the calculated failure loads were around than 
10 %. For the high strength concretes much larger coefficients of variation were obtained but 
hardly any bias. 
Shear failure 
To quantify the modelling uncertainty for shear type failures, a modelling competition on 
shear panels  from 1985 is available (Collins et al., 1985). Four different shear panels have 
been tested which were deliberately chosen as difficult to model. Some contributions were 
based on hand calculations, but no correlation between the complexity of the models and the 
accuracy of the resulting prediction has been found (Collins et al., 1985). Therefore, all 
contributions were included leading to Table 3. 
Panel A was heavily reinforced and loaded in pure shear. It failed due to sliding of the 
concrete without yielding of the reinforcement prior to failure. Panel B was nominally 
identical to Panel A but was loaded in combined bi-axial compression and shear. It failed 
brittle due to the sliding of the concrete. For Panel C a non-isotropic reinforcement layout has 
been chosen so that the reinforcement yielded in one direction before the panel failed 
gradually involving crushing and sliding of the concrete. Panel D was non-isotropic 
reinforced and was first loaded in shear and later in combined shear and compression. It failed 
due to the sliding of the concrete. 
Table 3.  Modelling uncertainty for shear panels  
Panel 
name ߠ୫ θܸ 
Panel A 0.87 16% 
Panel B 1.05 35% 
Panel C 0.97 21% 
Panel D 0.73 39% 
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For panels which were subjected to pure shear loading (Panel A and Panel C) a smaller 
variability of the predicted failure loads were obtained than for panels which were subjected 
to a combination of compression and shear loading. The predicted failure loads for Panel A 
and Panel D were significantly higher than the experimental ones.  
Bending and shear failure in slabs 
A modelling competition on slabs included eight slabs of differing thicknesses and 
reinforcement layout that were tested to failure (Jaeger and Marti, 2009b, Jaeger and Marti, 
2009a). Some of these tests resulted in bending failure with yielding of the reinforcement, 
while others, typically when the slab was not provided with shear reinforcement, resulted in 
shear failure. One of the eight modelling contributions was based on hand calculations and 
was therefore excluded here from further analysis of the modelling competition which led to 
Table 4. 
Table 4.  Modelling uncertainty for bending and shear failure 
Slab 
name 
Slab 
Thickness 
[mm] 
Direction of 
bending 
reinforcement 
Shear 
reinforcement ߠ୫ θܸ 
A-1 200 45 No 0.79 27% 
A-2 200 45 Yes 0.89 9% 
B-1 200 0 No 1.00 24% 
B-2 200 0 Yes 1.04 5% 
C-1 500 45 No 0.72 34% 
C-2 500 45 Yes 0.89 11% 
D-1 500 0 No 0.97 29% 
D-2 500 0 Yes 1.12 3% 
 
For the slabs without shear reinforcement, coefficients of variation in the range of θܸ ൌ 24 െ
34% were obtained. The use of shear reinforcement made the slabs easier to model and 
resulted in coefficients of variation on the range of θܸ ൌ 3 െ 11%. By trend, the slabs with a 
thickness of 200 mm could be better modelled than the slabs with a thickness of 500 mm. For 
slabs with the bending reinforcement not aligned in the principle moment direction, the 
models overestimated the experimental failure load; most drastically for slab C-1 by 39 % on 
average! 
Other failure modes 
The most relevant failure modes of concrete structures are uni-axial bending and shear type 
failure. For related failure modes such as biaxial bending or torsional failure, higher 
modelling uncertainties must be expected. For concrete structures primarily under 
compression, the modelling uncertainty of over-reinforced concrete beams can be appropriate. 
To quantify the modelling uncertainty of anchor bolts, shells, and concrete containment 
vessels special studies are available (Elfgren et al., 2001, Krauthammer and Swartz, 1999, 
Hessheimer et al., 2001). 
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Summary 
Based on the available data, coefficients of variation in the range of θܸ ൌ 5 െ 30% seem 
appropriate for beams in bending. Values in the lower part can be chosen for failures due to 
yielding of the reinforcement steel. Intermediate values should be chosen for over-reinforced 
concrete beams of normal concrete, while values in the higher part should be chosen for over-
reinforced high strength beams. Not aligning the bending reinforcement in the direction of the 
principal moments can lead to an overestimation of the strength which must be accounted for 
by ߠ୫ ൎ 0.9. 
For shear type failure the modelling uncertainty can be expected to lie in the range of 
θܸ ൌ 10 െ 40%. Values at the lower end of the range can be used for structures which fail 
due to yielding of the reinforcement steel. For small structures with simple loading that fail 
due to crushing of the concrete, values in the middle of the range seem appropriate. For a 
combination of compressive loading and shear loading and for larger structures higher 
coefficients of variation must be chosen. Furthermore, shear analysis can lead to a significant 
overestimation of the experimental failure load which can require a value of ߠ୫ ൎ 0.7 െ 1.0. 
Despite the studies analysed here, the data to quantify the modelling uncertainty of nonlinear 
analysis is scarce and might neither be representative nor conclusive. The modelling 
uncertainty will depend on the chosen modelling approach and software and can therefore 
only be quantifying in quite wide ranges which are of limited practical help. This is especially 
problematic as the modelling uncertainty will often be the factor that will govern the 
calculation of the resistance safety factor, ߛR. Until more studies are available which allow 
quantifying the modelling uncertainty more accurately, the choice of the modelling 
uncertainty will often depend on engineering judgement and can be subjective. Nevertheless, 
it is the authors’ opinion that a deliberate and thoughtful choice of the modelling uncertainty 
is better than assuming a coefficient of variation of θܸ ൌ 2.5 െ 5% for all kinds of nonlinear 
models, as is currently done in EN 1992-2. 
 
Geometrical uncertainty  
The geometrical uncertainty of reinforced concrete structures is usually quite small and has 
therefore minor influence on the resistance (JCSS, 2001). In these instances a coefficient of 
variation of ୥ܸ ൌ 5% can be assumed, analogous to the derivations of the partial factors 
according to EN 1992-1-1. For special types of structures that are sensitive to geometrical 
imperfections, e.g. slender columns, this assumption is not valid. In these cases the 
geometrical imperfections can be explicitly included in the nonlinear model to study their 
effect on the structural response. 
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Material uncertainty 
For structures with a resistance, ܴ ൌ ܴሺ ଵܺ, ܺଶ, … , ܺ୬ሻ, that depends linearly on the material 
parameters, ଵܺ, ܺଶ, … , ܺ୬, the variance of the resistance due to the material uncertainty can be 
calculated as  
15. ߪRଶ ൌ ∑ ቀ డோడ௑೔ቁ
ଶ ߪ௜ଶ ൅௡௜ୀଵ ∑ డோడ௑೔
డோ
డ௑ೕ Covൣ ௜ܺ, ௝ܺ൧
௡௜ஷ௝   
where ߲ܴ ߲ ௜ܺ⁄  is the partial derivative with respect to material parameters ௜ܺ, ߪ௜ଶ is the 
variance of material parameter ௜ܺ, and Covൣ ௜ܺ, ௝ܺ൧ is the covariance matrix. As the partial 
derivatives are not usually explicitly available for nonlinear analysis, they have to be replaced 
by numerically evaluated different quotients. This requires repeated, computationally 
demanding nonlinear analysis. For example, describing the stress-strain diagram of the 
reinforcement steel by Young’s modulus, the yield strength, ultimate strength and ultimate 
strain and, for the concrete, by the compressive strength, tensile strength, fracture energy, and 
the crack bandwidth, would require as many as nine nonlinear analyses. In most situations, it 
is usually accurate enough to consider only the concrete compressive strength, ୡ݂, and the 
yield strength of the reinforcement steel, ୷݂, as random variables. These two variables can be 
used as reference parameters to which all other material parameters are deterministically 
related. The concrete compressive strength and the yield strength of the reinforcement are 
uncorrelated, which allows one to omit the right part of Equation 15 to obtain 
16. ߪRଶ ൎ ൬ΔோΔ௙౯൰
ଶ
ߪ୤౯ଶ ൅ ቀΔோΔ௙ౙቁ
ଶ ߪ୤ౙ,౟౩ଶ .   
For nonlinear response surfaces Equation 16 can lead to inaccurate results, but the inaccuracy 
can be reduced by an appropriate choice of the linearization interval. For the safety evaluation 
it is necessary that the linear approximation of the response surface should be in good 
agreement with the real response surface between the mean point and the design point. The 
exact design point is not known a priori and its determination is computationally expensive. 
Nevertheless, an appropriate linearization interval can be chosen, which will usually provide 
sufficient accuracy.  
In accordance with the semi-probabilistic approach, it can be assumed that the sensitivity 
factor of the resistance side is usually in the neighbourhood of ߙR ൌ 0.8. According to the 
previous section, the material uncertainty is approximately equal to the modelling uncertainty, 
e.g. for under-reinforced beams in bending, ୤ܸ ൎ 5%, ୫ܸ ൎ 5%. By disregarding the 
geometrical uncertainty, the sensitivity factor for the material uncertainty, ߙ୤, can therefore be 
predicted as approximately ߙ୤ ൎ ߙR √2⁄ . Hence, it is suggested here that a step size parameter 
be used, ܿ ൌ ߙRߚ/√2 ൌ 2.15, which allows one to calculate, for the log-normally distributed 
material strengths, the step sizes as ∆ X݂೔ ൎ X݂೔൫1 െ exp൫െܿ Xܸ೔൯൯. The coefficient of variation 
of the resistance due to the material uncertainty, ୤ܸ, can then be approximated as 
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17. ୤ܸ ൎ ଵோౣ ඨ൬
ோౣିோ൛௙౯ౣି∆௙౯, ௙ౙౣ,౟౩ൟ
∆௙౯ ൰
ଶ
ߪ୤౯ଶ ൅ ቀ
ோౣିோ൛௙౯ౣ, ௙ౙౣ,౟౩ି∆௙ౙൟ
∆௙ౙ ቁ
ଶ
ߪ୤ౙ,౟౩ଶ  . 
Structures in which the concrete tensile strength, rather than the compressive strength, limits 
the resistance the compressive strength and the associated variance used in Equation 17 must 
be replaced by the tensile strength and its associated variance. Furthermore, for very rare 
structures for which a decrease of the material parameters results in an increased resistance, 
the linearization interval can be adjusted, i.e. rather than using a linearization between the 
mean values and decreased material strength, the response surface should be approximated 
between the mean values and increased material strengths. To favour structures that fail with a 
ductile failure mode, due to yielding of the reinforcement steel, rather than a brittle mode due, 
to crushing of concrete, it is further possbile to introduce different weight factors into 
Equation 17. 
An alternative, computationally less expensive, approach to estimating ୤ܸ has been suggested 
(Cervenka et al., 2007). Instead of using three nonlinear finite element analyses, two analyses 
are required: one with the mean strengths ୷݂୫ and, ୡ݂୫ and one with the characteristic 
strengths using ୷݂୩ and, ୡ݂୩. To allow a fair comparison between both approaches to estimate 
୤ܸ it was here chosen to use the mean in situ strengths ୷݂୫, and  ୡ݂୫,୧ୱ and the characteristic in 
situ strengths ୷݂୩ and  ୡ݂୩,୧ୱ ൌ ୡ݂୫,୧ୱ exp൫െ1.64 ୤ܸౙ,౟౩൯ to yield: 
18. ୤ܸ ൎ ଵ௖ log ൬
ோ൛௙౯ౣ, ௙ౙౣ,౟౩, ࢇ౤౥ౣൟ
ோ൛௙౯ౡ, ௙ౙౡ,౟౩, ࢇ౤౥ౣൟ ൰. 
To see how accurately the coefficients of variation can be estimated using the previously 
described equations, they were tested on a, deliberately chosen, nonlinear response surface 
which refers to the maximum moment resistance of the beam section shown in Figure 2. The 
maximum moment resistance, ܴ, was calculated by the layered approach using 15 layers, i.e. 
discretising the beam over the depth, calculating the corresponding strains and stresses for 
each discretisation, and integrating the stresses over the depth. For the reinforcement steel the 
idealised stress-strain diagram, including strain hardening with an ultimate strength of 
ୱ݂୳ ൌ 1.08 ୷݂ and a corresponding strain of ߝୱ୳ ൌ 5% was used according to EN 1992-1-1, 
(CEN, 2004a). For concrete in compression the stress-strain relation for the design of cross 
sections was used, (CEN, 2004a). 
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Figure 2. Geometry of beam section 
 
The yield strength of the steel was assumed to be log-normally distributed with a mean value 
of ୷݂୫ ൌ 550 MPa and a coefficient of variation, ௙ܸ೤ ൌ 5.5%. According to the stochastic 
model described in Sustainable Bridges, (Sustainable Bridges, 2007) the mean in situ concrete 
compressive strength was assumed to be log-normally distributed with a mean value of 
19. ୡ݂୫,୧ୱ ൌ ߢ୫ ୡ݂୫  
where, ߢ is a log-normally distributed variable with mean value of ߢ୫ ൌ 0.85 and the 
coefficient of variation, κܸ ൌ 6%, and ୡ݂୫, is the mean compressive cylinder strength. The 
coefficient of variation of the in situ concrete strength, ୤ܸౙ,౟౩, was calculated according to 
20.  ୤ܸౙ,౟౩ ൌ ට ୤ܸౙଶ ൅ κܸଶ  
where ୤ܸౙ  is the coefficient of variation of cylinder compressive tests, calculated from ୡ݂୫ and 
ୡ݂୩ in EN 1992-1-1, to ୤ܸౙ ൌ logሺ ୡ݂୫ ୡ݂୩⁄ ሻ 1.64⁄ . For the assumed concrete compressive class 
C20 this resulted in a mean in situ compressive strength of ୡ݂୫,୧ୱ,Cଶ଴ ൌ 23.8 ܯܲܽ and a 
coefficient of variation of ୤ܸౙ,౟౩,Cమబ ൌ 21.4%. Figure 3 (a-c) shows the maximum moment 
resistance, ܴ, plotted over variations of the steel yield strength, ୷݂, and the concrete 
compressive strength, ୡ݂, for the reinforcement ratio of ߩ୲୭୲ ൌ 0.4%, ߩ୲୭୲ ൌ 1.5% and 
ߩ୲୭୲ ൌ 3.0%. The ovals in Figure 3 refer to standard deviations of the log-normal distributed 
material strengths. 
For the beam with the small reinforcement ratio, the maximum moment resistance is limited 
by a surface that is mainly inclined in the direction of the yield strength of the reinforcement 
steel. Failure is initiated by yielding of the reinforcement steel, which leads to a decrease of 
the concrete compression zone depth and, finally, to failure due to crushing of concrete.  
For the beam section with the intermediate reinforcement ratio, ߩ୲୭୲ ൌ 1.5%, the moment 
capacity is approximately limited by two planes. The left, less steep plane is associated with a 
failure mechanism that is initiated by yielding of the reinforcement steel, while the right, 
steeper plane is associated with beams that fail directly by concrete crushing without yielding 
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of the reinforcement steel. When analysing the beam with mean strengths, the beam failure is 
initiated by yielding of the reinforcement steel. However, when looking at low failure 
probabilities that are relevant for the structural design, the beam will fail directly in 
compression of the concrete without yielding of the reinforcement. Hence, a single analysis 
using the mean material parameters can lead to misleading results concerning the material 
parameter that causes failure. 
For the beam with the high reinforcement ratio, ߩ୲୭୲ ൌ 3.0%, the concrete compressive 
strength limits the moment capacity for almost all combinations of material strengths, and 
failure occurs without yielding of the reinforcement steel. Consequently, the yield strength 
has almost no influence on the maximum moment resistance.  
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Figure 3. Moment resistance, ܴ, over concrete compressive strength, ୡ݂, and yield 
strength of reinforcement steel, ୷݂, for the section according to Figure 2 
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For the beam section shown in Figure 2, Equations 17 and 18 were applied to calculate the 
coefficients of variation, ୤ܸ, for seven reinforcement ratios, ߩ୲୭୲, and five step size parameters, 
c, see Table 5. The coefficients of variation increase for an increasing reinforcement ratio. For 
small reinforcement ratios the coefficients of variation are similar to the yield strength 
variation, ୤ܸ౯ ൌ 5.5%; for high reinforcement ratios, it approaches the coefficient of variation 
of the concrete compressive strength, ୤ܸౙ,౟౩,Cమబ ൌ 21.4%.  
The step size parameter has minor influence for the beams with either the low reinforcement 
ratios or the high reinforcement ratios. However, for the intermediate reinforcement ratios, 
ߩ୲୭୲ ൌ 1.00 െ 1.50%, which cause a change in failure mode, the estimated coefficients of 
variation differs by a factor of up to 2.3 between the smallest step size and the largest. This 
highlights the importance of an appropriate step size in the case of a nonlinear response 
surface. 
Table 5.  Coefficients of variation, ୤ܸ, [%] according to Equations 17 and 18   
Step size 
parameter reinforcement ratio, ρtot = As/Ac 
c 0.40% 0.80% 1.00% 1.25% 1.50% 1.75% 3.00% 
Equation 
17 0.50 5.3 5.7 6.1 6.8 7.6 17.6 18.2 
1.64 5.5 6.3 6.9 8.7 14.2 18.2 18.8 
2.15 5.7 6.6 7.3 11.2 15.4 18.5 19.0 
3.08 5.9 7.3 9.8 13.9 16.8 18.9 19.3 
3.80 6.1 8.5 12.1 15.4 17.6 19.3 19.6 
Equation 
18 0.50 7.8 8.8 9.3 10.4 11.4 20.6 21.8 
1.64 7.3 8.3 9.0 9.9 13.4 18.3 19.5 
2.15 7.2 8.4 9.0 10.0 14.3 18.2 19.3 
3.08 7.3 8.5 9.3 11.8 15.4 18.2 19.3 
3.80 7.3 8.7 9.5 13.0 15.9 18.2 19.3 
 
To evaluate the consequences of the varying coefficients of variation, ୤ܸ, on the safety 
analysis, this problem was first isolated for study, i.e. only the compressive strength and the 
yield strength of the reinforcement steel were assumed to be random variables, while all other 
parameters were assumed to be deterministically known.  
The coefficients of variation, ୤ܸ, in Table 5 were used to calculate the design resistance, 
ܴୢ ൌ ܴ୫ ߛ୤⁄  with ߛ୤ ൌ expሺߚ୤ ୤ܸሻ, and an assumed target reliability index of ߚ୤ ൌ 2.15. In the 
next step Monte-Carlo simulations were used to calculate the probability, ܲሺܴ ൏ ܴୢሻ, and the 
corresponding reliability index, ߚ୤ ൌ െΦିଵ൫ܲሺܴ ൏ ܴୢሻ൯, where Φ is the standard normal 
distribution function. The concrete compressive strength and the yield strength of the 
reinforcement steel were sampled from log-normal distributions. For each reinforcement ratio, 
a sample size of n = 106 was used. The reliability indexes obtained for the coefficients of 
variation according to Equations 17 and 18 and different step sizes are shown in Figure 4. 
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For a step size parameter of ܿ ൌ 0.50, very unsafe results can occur with a minimum 
reliability index, ߚ୤ ൌ 1.3. For larger step sizes, over conservative results are obtained. The 
best agreement with the target reliability index is obtained by applying Equation 17 with a 
step size parameter of ܿ ൌ 1.64 െ 2.15. Decreasing both material strengths and the associated 
concrete stiffness at the same time leads to over conservative results for small reinforcement 
ratios when using Equation 18. 
When structures may fail in different failure modes, the resistance of the structure is limited 
by the failure mode that has the least resistance. For decreasing material parameters, a change 
in failure mode is only possible if the new failure mode is more sensitive to material changes 
than the initial one. This means that, for decreasing material strengths, the slope of the 
response surface often decreases monotonically, see Figure 3. Therefore, for structures that 
show a change in failure mode, choosing a larger step size usually leads to more conservative 
results. Based on these results and considerations Equation 17 with a step size coefficient of 
ܿ ൌ 2.15 is recommended to estimate ୤ܸ. It was shown that this approach can also be used for 
beams loaded in shear, columns loaded by a normal force and beam sections subjected to a 
combination of shear force and bending moment (Sykora and Holický, 2011, Schlune et al., 
2011b, Schlune et al., 2011a). 
 
Figure 4.  Reliability indexes over reinforcement ratios: (a) ୤ܸ according to Equation 17, 
(b) ୤ܸ according to Equation 18 
 
Testing of the proposed safety format 
To see if the proposed safety format leads to the intended target reliability of the resistance 
according to the semi-probabilistic approach of ߚR ൌ 3.04 it was applied to reinforced 
concrete beams loaded in bending. For comparison the same was done for the safety format 
according to EN 1992-2 (CEN, 2004b). 
Beams of three depths (h = 250, 325, 400 mm), four concrete compressive strength classes 
(C20, C40, C60 and C80) and 13 reinforcement ratios, varied from 0.2 - 4%, were analysed. 
Although not appropriate for high strength over-reinforced concrete beams (van Mier and 
Ulfkjaer, 2000) the modelling uncertainty in the new safety format and the full probabilistic 
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analysis set at θܸ ൌ 5%. This choice was made to allow a better comparison between the 
safety formats and to avoid a bias in the comparison by different underlying assumptions. The 
geometrical uncertainty was assumed to be ୥ܸ ൌ 5% and the coefficient of variation of the 
material strength was estimated using Equation 17 with ܿ ൌ 2.15. 
After calculating the design resistance according to the two safety formats, Monte-Carlo 
simulations were used to estimate the probability that the calculated resistances are below the 
design resistances, ܲሺܴ ൏ ܴୢሻ, using the limit state function 
21. ݃ሺࢄሻ ൌ ߠ · ܴ൫ ୷݂, ୡ݂, ݀൯ െ ܴୢ  
where ߠ is a variable to model the modelling uncertainty. The stochastic model and the 
definition of the variables are given in Table 6. A sample size of n = 106 was used for each 
beam configuration. 
Table 6. Stochastic model of basic variables 
Symbol Dimension Distribution 
Mean 
value, xm 
Standard 
deviation, 
σX 
Materials Concrete, C20 fc,C20 MPa LN 23.8 0.214μX 
Concrete, C40 fc,C40 MPa LN 40.8 0.126μX 
Concrete, C60 fc,C60 MPa LN 57.8 0.097μX 
Concrete, C80 fc,C80 MPa LN 74.8 0.084μX 
Reinforcing Steel fy MPa LN 550 30 
Geometrical 
data Effective depth d1 mm N 200 10 
Effective depth d2 mm N 275 10 
Effective depth d3 mm N 350 10 
Modelling 
uncertainty ߠ – LN 1.00 0.05 
Distribution types: N: normal, LN: log-normal 
 
For the failure probabilities obtained the corresponding reliability indexes were calculated. 
This yielded a mean reliability index of ߚҧR,EN ൌ 2.95 with the coefficient of variation, 
βܸR,EN ൌ 9.5%, for the design according to EN 1992-2. For the new safety format, a mean 
reliability index of ߚҧR,୬ୣ୵ ൌ 3.08 with the coefficient of variation βܸR,౤౛౭ ൌ 7.6% was 
obtained. The histograms in Figure 5 confirm that the new safety format provides a reliability 
level that is closer to the target reliability and more constant than the current approach in EN 
1992-2. 
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Figure 5. Reliability indices for sample structures 
 
Discussion  
According to the classic design approach, boundary conditions and other uncertain structural 
parameters are often assumed “on the safe side”. However, for nonlinear analysis this 
approach leads to similar problems as using design material parameters, i.e. it cannot lead to a 
realistically modelled structural response. A possible remedy can be an extension of the 
approach adopted here to quantify the material uncertainty using a sensitivty study similar to 
the Gauss-approximation formula. To be better applicable to nonlinear problems, the response 
surface should not be linearised around the mean value using finite differences, but between 
the mean values and approximated design values. 
Using the classic design approach, i.e. linear elastic analysis (without redistribution) followed 
by a check or design, of the critical section, to assure the safety on the component level, 
means that the load carrying capacity of the structure is limited by its most critical 
component. In contrast, nonlinear analysis reveals the maximum capacity of the entire 
modelled part. Depending on the extent of the modelled part, this can either correspond to the 
resistance of a single component or to the resistance of a complex structure with several 
possible failure modes. In addition, nonlinear analysis automatically redistributes stresses 
from softening elements to neighboring elements. Failure occures when no further 
redistribution is possbile. Hence, for nonlinear analysis, system reliability can play an 
important role, which has not been included in this study. The spatial variabily of the material 
parameters has not been included either. 
 
Conclusions 
The safety format for nonlinear analysis of reinforced concrete structures, according to EN 
1992-2 (CEN, 2004b), accounts for a coefficient of variation of the modelling uncertainty of 
2.5-5% and does not account for possibly biased results. However, round robin tests and 
modelling competitions show that coefficients of variation of the modelled resistances lie 
typically in the range of 5 - 30% and for some structures a systematic overestimation of the 
strength was found. Hence, in many cases the safety format according to EN 1992-2 (CEN, 
2004b) will not lead to the intended reliability level. 
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Based on the observation that the modelling uncertainty will often be the main factor that will 
govern the safety evaluation, a new safety format has been proposed which allows one to 
explicitly account for the modelling uncertainty. To avoid any interaction of the modelled 
response with the safety format, mean in situ material parameters should be used in the 
nonlinear analysis and a, so called, resistance safety factor is used to assure the intended 
reliability level. The material uncertainty can be estimated based on a sensitivity study that 
involves two additional nonlinear analyses, one with decreased steel parameters and the other 
with decreased concrete parameters. 
Testing of the safety format on beam sections loaded in bending showed that it results in 
reliability indices that are in good agreement with the target reliability. Due to the assumption 
of a small modelling uncertainty only marginal improvements compared to the safety format 
according to EN 1992-2 could be shown. However, for nonlinear analysis of more difficult to 
model failure modes which result in a higher modelling uncertainty mayor improvements can 
be expected. 
Due to the importance of the modelling uncertainty and the lack of data to quantify it, more 
round robin tests and modelling competitions are needed. 
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a b s t r a c t
Safety formats for nonlinear analysis have mainly been tested on beams and columns subjected to
normal forces and bending moments. Therefore, it is unclear, whether available safety formats lead to
the intended reliability when they are applied to structures that fail due to shear loading. To test available
safety formats for nonlinear analysis, a tool was developed which allows a full probabilistic nonlinear
analysis of beam sections subjected to arbitrary combinations of normal and shear forces as well as
bendingmoments. Applying this tool to test the safety format according to EN 1992-2 on beams subjected
to a combination of shear forces and bending moments showed that EN 1992-2 led to a reliability level
that was lower than the target reliability. The safety format according to Schlune et al. (submitted for
publication) [1] led to better agreement with the target reliability.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In the past, nonlinear analysis of concrete structures hasmainly
been used to analyse beams, columns or frames subjected to
normal forces and bending moments. Available safety formats
for nonlinear analysis, [1–5], have therefore been tested mainly
on these types of structures, which have quite well understood
failuremodes due to yielding of the reinforcement steel or concrete
compressive failure. However, nowadays nonlinear analysis is
increasingly used to analyse structures which fail due to shear
or torsional loading. In these cases, the concrete is subjected to
a multi-axial stress-state and the structures can fail in multiple
failure modes. Factors like friction in cracks and bond properties
can become important, which makes it more difficult to describe
the structural behaviour numerically. This implies a higher model
uncertainty.
Furthermore, the capacity of the structure can be limited by
the tensile strength of the concrete which has a large variability.
This can lead to a large variability of the structural resistance.
Therefore, it is not clear whether available safety formats for
nonlinear analysis are appropriate for these types of analyses.
This article describes how the safety formats according to EN
1992-2 [2], and according to Schlune et al. [1] were tested on
beamsections subjected to a combination of bendingmoments and
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +46 0 31 772 2261; fax: +46 0 31 772 2260.
E-mail addresses: Hendrik.Schlune@chalmers.se (H. Schlune),
Mario.Plos@chalmers.se (M. Plos), Kent.Gylltoft@chalmers.se (K. Gylltoft).
0141-0296/$ – see front matter© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.engstruct.2011.04.008shear forces. Firstly the two safety formats tested are described
in Section 2. In Section 3 the development of a tool for full
probabilistic nonlinear analysis of concrete sections is explained;
this is followed by the application of the tool to test the safety
formats. The results and conclusions are given in Sections 5 and 6.
2. Safety formats
The safety formats for nonlinear analysis of concrete structures,
according to EN 1992-2 [2], and Schlune et al. [1], use the principles
of the semi-probabilistic approach, i.e. fixed weight factors for the
action effects and resistance are assumed. According to EN 1990 [6]
the weight factor for the resistance can usually be set to αR = 0.8,
which provides a target reliability index for the design resistance
of βR = αRβ = 3.04 (Class RC2, ultimate limit state, reference
period of 50 years). The load effects for both safety formats must
be treated according to EN 1990 [6] and EN 1991 [7].
2.1. Safety format according to EN 1992-2
To apply the safety format for nonlinear analysis according
to EN 1992-2, the material strengths that are to be used in the
analysis, can be calculated according to
f˜y = 1.1fyk (1)
f˜c = 1.1 γs
γc
fck (2)
H. Schlune et al. / Engineering Structures 33 (2011) 2350–2356 2351where f˜y is the yield strength of the reinforcement steel, f˜c is
the concrete compressive strength, both of which are used in the
nonlinear analysis, fyk is the characteristic yield strength, fck is
the characteristic concrete compressive strength, and γs/γc =
1.15/1.5 is the ratio of the partial factor for steel to that of concrete.
The ultimate load, qud{f˜y, f˜c, anom}, obtained from the nonlinear
analysis, is then divided by the safety factor, γO′ = 1.27 to yield
the associated design resistance as:
Rd = R

qud{f˜y, f˜c, anom}
γO′

(3)
where anom represents the nominal geometrical parameters. In
EN 1992-2 it is stated that: ‘‘. . .non linear analysis may be used
provided that the model can appropriately cover all failure modes
(e.g. bending, axial force, shear, compression failure affected by
reduced effective concrete strength, etc.)’’. In the context of the
safety format for nonlinear analysis, it is further noted that:
‘‘It is assumed that the concrete tensile stresses are covered by
reinforcement’’. This means that nonlinear analysis can be used to
analyse shear failure modes, but the safety format for nonlinear
analysis is not applicable to beams which fail in shear tension
failure.
2.2. Safety format according to Schlune et al.
The safety format according to Schlune et al. [1] uses the mean
yield strength of the reinforcement steel, fym, and the mean in situ
concrete compressive strength, fcm,is, as input parameters for the
nonlinear analysis. The design resistance is obtained by division of
the obtained resistance by a resistance safety factor, γR:
Rd = R{fym, f cm,is, anom}
γR
. (4)
Based on the assumptionof a log-normal distributed resistance, the
resistance safety factor is calculated as
γR = exp(αRβVR)
θm
(5)
where θm is the bias factor, i.e. the mean ratio of experimental to
predicted strength for the modelling approach chosen and VR is
the coefficient of variation of the resistance. It can be calculated
according to
VR =

V 2g + V 2m + V 2f (6)
where Vg , Vm, Vf are the coefficients of variation to account for the
geometrical, the model, and material uncertainties. The remaining
difficulty is to estimate the coefficients of variation Vg , Vm, Vf , and
the bias factor θm which is described next.
2.2.1. Geometrical uncertainty
To account for the geometrical uncertainty, a coefficient of
variation of Vg = 5% is usually appropriate for structures that
are insensitive to geometrical imperfections. However, for slender
columns and other structures that are sensitive to geometrical
imperfections, it may be necessary to insert an appropriate
imperfection into the nonlinear analysis.
2.2.2. Model uncertainty
There is little data available to quantify the model uncertainty
of nonlinear analysis. However, based on a review of round
robin exercises and modelling competitions [8–14] and on
engineering judgement, the values given in Table 1 can be used
as a first approximation to quantify the model uncertainty for
different failure modes. The round robin exercises and modellingTable 1
Coefficients of variation and bias factors to account for model uncertainty.
Failure type Vm (%) θm
Compression Normal strength concrete 10–20 0.9–1.0
High strength concrete 20–30 1.0
Bending Under-reinforced 5–15 1.0–1.2
Under-reinforced, bending
reinforcement not aligned in
principal moment direction
5–15 0.9
Over-reinforced, normal strength
concrete
10–15 0.9–1.0
Over-reinforced, high strength
concrete
20–30 1.0
Shear Failure do to yielding of the
reinforcement
10–25 0.9–1.0
Failure due to crushing of concrete,
Combination of compression and
shear loading, Large members,
Bending reinforcement not aligned
in principal moment direction
20–40 0.7–1.0
competitions dealt mainly with statically determinate structures,
forwhich the resistance in one critical section is decisive. However,
for statically indeterminate structures the deformation capacity
to allow redistribution can become important. The deformation
capacity is usually more difficult to model than the ultimate
strength; this requires higher coefficients of variation than those
given in Table 1. Depending on the modelling approach, the model
uncertainty could be much higher. Therefore, a deliberate and
thoughtful choice of the coefficient of variation is needed. It should
be noted that the given values do not account for gross human
errors. A more detailed quantification of the model uncertainty is
currently being developed [15].
2.2.3. Material uncertainty
In structures forwhich either the yield strength of the reinforce-
ment steel or the concrete compressive strength can cause failure,
one needs to account for the material uncertainty in the coeffi-
cient of variation, Vf , and this was estimated using three nonlinear
analyses: one with mean material parameters, one with reduced
concrete strength and one with reduced steel strength, see [1].
However, in this study beam sections were analysed, for which
the tensile capacity of the concrete could also limit the resistance.
Therefore, a fourth analysiswith the reduced tensile strength of the
concrete is needed. The coefficient of variation to account for the
material uncertainty was then estimated according to
Vf ≈ 1Rm

Rm − R△fc
△fc
2
σ 2fc +

Rm − R△fct
△fct
2
σ 2fct +

Rm − R△fy
△fy
2
σ 2fy
(7)
where Rm, R△fc , R△fct and R△fy are the resistances from the nonlin-
ear analysis when using mean material parameters, reduced con-
crete compressive strength, reduced concrete tensile strength and
reduced steel strength; △fc , △fct and △fy are the step sizes to de-
crease the material parameters; σ 2fc is the variance of the in situ
concrete compressive strength; σ 2fct is the variance of the in situ
concrete tensile strength; and σ 2fy is the variance of the yield
strength of the reinforcement steel. Using the recommended step
size, [1], yields the input data (Table 2) for the nonlinear analysis
where Vi is the coefficient of variation of the material strength pa-
rameter, fi.
The coefficient of variation according to Eq. (7) accounts for
the variation of the concrete compressive strength and the tensile
strength as a material uncertainty. Using these two strengths
and other related material parameters, like Young’s modulus,
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Input data for nonlinear FEA.
Concrete compressive
strength
Concrete tensile strength Yield strength of
reinforcement steel
Geometrical
parameters
Rm fcm,is fctm, is fym anom
R△fc fcm,is exp(− 2.15 Vfc,is ) fctm, is fym anom
R△fct fcm,is fctm,is exp(−2.15 Vfct,is ) fym anom
R△fy fcm,is fctm, is Log-norm. distr.
fym exp(−2.15 Vfy )
Norm. distr.
fym(1− 2.15 Vfy )
anomPoisson’s ratio and fracture energy, the response under multi-
axial stress states is evaluated by the material model. As the
variability of these parameters is not accounted for by Eq. (7)
this remaining uncertainty is assumed to be part of the (material)
model uncertainty.
Based on the assumption that only one of thematerial strengths
causes failure, a less conservative approach to estimate the
coefficient of variation to account for the material uncertainty can
be calculated as follows:
Vf ≈ 1Rm max

Rm − R△fc
△fc
σfc ,
Rm − R△fct
△fct
σfct ,
Rm − R△fy
△fy
σfy

. (8)
To allow a comparison between Eqs. (7) and (8), both were used in
the following.
3. Full probabilistic nonlinear analysis
To test the safety formats on beam sections subjected to a com-
bination of shear forces and bending moments, probabilistic non-
linear analyses were required. In this study the nonlinear sectional
analysis program Response-2000 was used for the structural cal-
culations. To allow for probabilistic analysis, Response-2000 was
enhanced with pre- and post-processors.
3.1. Nonlinear analysis
The nonlinear sectional analysis tool Response-2000 was de-
veloped by Bentz [16]. It allows for the analysis of concrete sec-
tions subjected to arbitrary combinations of normal and shear
forces and bending moments and is based on the modified com-
pression field theory [17]. Compared to many analytical equations
from current codes, Response-2000 leads to better agreementwith
experiments, [18]. By comparing the computed shear strength of
Response-2000 with 534 beams tested, Bentz [16] reported an
average ratio of experimental shear strength to predicted shear
strength of θm,Be = 1.05 and a coefficient of variation of Vm,Be =
12%. Bohigas [18] compared the shear strength ratio of beamswith-
out shear reinforcement for 195 beams and reported a ratio of
θm,Boh = 1.13 and a coefficient of variation of Vm,Boh = 20.0%.
For 123 beams with shear reinforcement, he reported a ratio of
θm,Boh = 1.07 and Vm,Boh = 17.4%.
3.2. Probabilistic analysis
Response-2000 uses a numerical solution procedure with
incremental loading for the structural analysis. Hence, the limit
state function was only available in implicit form and derivatives
could only be approximated using difference quotients. However,
Response-2000 does not lead to a perfectly smooth response
surface; this is illustrated in Fig. 1 by plotting the obtained
resistance of a beam with a longitudinal reinforcement ratio of
ρl,s1 = 4.0% and a shear reinforcement ratio of ρw = 0.8%
over variations of the yield strength of the reinforcement steel,Fig. 1. Shear strength, V , over variations of concrete compressive strength, fc ,
and the yield strength of the reinforcement, fy for a beam with a longitudinal
reinforcement ratio of ρl,s1 = 4.0% and a shear reinforcement ratio of ρw = 0.8%.
fy, and the concrete compressive strength fc . All other parameters
were kept constant. This roughness is a result of the iterative
solver in Response-2000 which only finds an estimate of the
maximum resistance. Hence, difference quotients based on small
step sizes to approximate derivatives can become misleading,
and probabilistic methods which require derivative information
will encounter convergence problems. The beam sections to be
analysed could fail in differing failuremodes, which further limited
the number of appropriate methods for the probabilistic analysis.
It was therefore decided to useMonte Carlo simulations. To reduce
the number of required limit-state evaluations, the dynamic bound
approach by Rajabalinejad [19]was enhanced here by using shifted
distributions to obtain more effective bounds.
Rajabalinejad [19] has presented a method to reduce the
number of required limit state evaluations in Monte Carlo
simulations by using dynamic bounds. The method is applicable to
limit state functions,G(X), which aremonotonicwith respect to all
their random variables, X = (X1, . . . , Xn). The method uses prior
limit state evaluations to establish bounds to divide the sample
space into a stable set, S = {X : G(X) ≥ 0}, and an unstable set,
U = {X : G(X) < 0}. If previous limit state evaluations allow one
to classify the new sample into the stable or unstable set, no limit
state evaluation is required. If the sample cannot be classified, the
limit state function is evaluated and the sample is used to update
the bounds. According to Rajabalinejad [19] this led to a numerical
cost reduction factor of 130 in a two-dimensional example and to
a reduction factor of nine in four dimensions.
When implementing the approach by Rajabalinejad [19], it
was found that the efficiency gain quickly became irrelevant
when the number of dimensions increased. As it was intended
to analyse problems with 9 dimensions, i.e. 9 random input
parameters, it was decided to enhance the approach. Rather than
continuously updating the bounds when sampling from the actual
probability density functions, fXi(x), of the random variable Xi,
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Fig. 2. Bounds according to Rajabalinejad [19] (a) and the approach used here (b).some importance sampling density functions, hXi(x), were used to
construct the bounds. A sample, xˆ, of hXi(x) was generated by first
generating a sample, uˆ, of the standard normal distribution. In the
next step the sample was shifted by a constant distance,1u, closer
to the limit state, that is uˆs = uˆ + 1u for variables in which the
limit state function is monotonically decreasing and uˆs = uˆ − 1u
for variables in which the limit state function is increasing. Finally,
the sample was calculated according to xˆ = F−1Xi (Φ(uˆs))where FXi
is the distribution function and Φ is the standardised distribution
function. Furthermore, for small failure probabilities, which were
of interest in this study, hardly any computational benefits are
gained by using bounds for the unstable set. Therefore, only the
stable set was used here.
In Fig. 2 the Rajabalinejad approach to constructing the
bounds [19] and the approach used here are illustrated by a two-
dimensional problem in the standard normal space. Eleven and
ten samples, respectively, were used to construct the bounds. The
grey areas mark the samples for which no limit state evaluations
are needed. It can be seen that the approach used here leads to
more efficient bounds. The extra computational effort to construct
the bounds from the importance sampling density, instead of the
actual probability density, is usually quickly compensated.
4. Testing of the safety formats
4.1. Procedure
To test the safety formats, the flow chart shown in Fig. 3 was
applied. First, the safety formats were used to calculate design
resistances for the structures studied according to both tested
safety formats. To apply the safety format according to Schlune
et al. [1] a coefficient of variation of Vg = 5% was assumed to
account for the geometrical uncertainty and Eqs. (7) and (8) were
used to estimate Vf . The coefficients of variation, Vm,Be and Vm,Boh,
and the bias factors, θm,Be and θm,Boh, to account for the model
uncertainty according to Section 3.1 were used.
Then 3000–4000 samples from the importance sampling
density, h(x), were taken to construct the bounds. For the cases
analysed here the shifting distances were in the range of △u =
1.25–1.55 so that approximately 50% of the samples from h(x)
were stable.
In a next step 300,000 samples were generated from f (x) to
estimate the probability P(R < Rd) using the limit state function
G(X) = θiR(fc, fct , fy, fu, εu, b, h, cnom)− Rd (9)Fig. 3. Flow chart for testing of the safety formats.
where fu is the ultimate strength of the reinforcement steel, εu is
the ultimate strain of the reinforcement steel, b is the width of
the beam, h is the height of the beam and cnom is the concrete
cover at the bottom of the beam. The bounds were used to reduce
the number of limit state evaluations. For the 9-dimensional
problem, a computation cost reduction by a factor of 5–55 was
obtained. To assure that the bounds did not falsify the failure
probability, selected structures were analysed using bounds and
a function evaluation for each sample. No difference in failure
probability was found despite the rough response surfaces. Finally,
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Stochastic model. Distribution types: N = normal; LN = log-normal.
Symbol Distribution Mean value Dimension Cov (%)
Materials
C25 Compressive strength fc 26.9 MPa 16.2
Tensile strength fct 2.7 MPa 32.1
C45 Compressive strength fc 36.7 MPa 10.6
Tensile strength fct 3.3 MPa 31.0
Steel Yield strength fy N 560.0 MPa 5.4
Ultimate strength fu N 604.8 MPa 6.6
Rupture strain εu N 50.0 h 9.0
Geometrical data
Width b LN 200 mm 2.6
Depth h LN 600 mm 1.3
Concrete cover, lower reinforcement c LN 50 mm 20.0
Model uncertainty
Bentz All beam sections θm,Be , Vm,Be LN 1.05 – 12.0
Bohigas Without shear
reinforcement
θm,Boh, Vm,Boh LN 1.13 – 20.0
Bohigas With shear
reinforcement
θm,Boh, Vm,Boh LN 1.07 – 17.4Fig. 4. Beam section.
the corresponding reliability index was calculated, β = −Φ−1(P),
whereΦ() is the standard normal distribution function.
4.2. Geometric and Stochastic models
The beam section that was analysed is shown in Fig. 4. The
stochastic model of the variables defining the section is given in
Table 3. The ratio of the bending moment, M , in kN m, and the
shear force, V , in kN, was set to one. This ratio corresponds to the
section at the mid-support of a beam, with two equal spans of
l = 5 m, which is loaded with an equally distributed load. The top
reinforcement of As2 = 440 mm2 corresponds to a reinforcement
ratio of ρl,s2 = 0.4%, which was assumed to be constant for all
structures. The bottom reinforcement amount was varied in threesteps, ρl,s1 = 0.2%, 1.0%, 4.0%; two concrete compressive classes
C25 and C45 were tested.
For each of the six resulting combinations, five shear reinforce-
ment amounts, ρw = 0%–1.2%, were analysed. This made a total
of 30 beam sections on which the safety formats were tested. Due
to the changes in the reinforcement layout, the beam resistance
was limited by: the strength of the shear or bending reinforcement,
the concrete compressive strength at the top of the beam or in the
shear compressive struts, by the tensile strength of the concrete.
The stress–strain relationship for concrete in compression was
modelled by the default equation in Response-2000 according to
Collins andMitchell [20]. Tension stiffening according to Bentz [16]
was included which resulted in the stress–strain diagram shown
in Fig. 5(a). Compression softening due to transverse tensile
strains was modelled according to Vecchio and Collins [17]. The
reinforcement steel was assumed to behave linearly until the yield
point. Then a constant stress was assumed until strain hardening
started, followed by a quadratic curve until the maximum stress
was reached, see Fig. 5(b).
The stochastic models of the concrete compressive strength,
fc , and the tensile strength, fct , were assumed according to the
JCSS Probabilistic Model Code, [8]. The strain at peak stress was
calculated according to EN 1992-1-1 [21] to εc1 = 0.7fc0.31. All
other concrete parameters, such as the maximum aggregate size,
maxas = 16 mm, and the tension stiffening factor, tsf = 1.0, were
set to deterministic values. For reinforcement steel the stochastic
models of the yield strength, fy, the ultimate strength, fu, and the
rupture strain, εu, were assumed according to the JCSS Probabilistica b
Fig. 5. Stress–strain diagram for concrete and reinforcement steel.
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of Es = 205 GPa. A mean yield strength, fym = 560 MPa, and a
mean ultimate strength of fum = 1.08 ∗ fym were assumed. The
strain at onset of strain hardening was set to the deterministic
default value of εsh = 7h. For the longitudinal and transversal
crack spacing, no values where specified, so that Response-2000
calculated them automatically. The stochastic models for the
material and geometrical variables and for the factors to account
for the model uncertainty are summarised in Table 3.
5. Results
Fig. 6 shows the reliability indexes obtained for all structures.
It can be seen that the safety format according to EN 1992-2 [2]
generally led to design resistances below the target reliability.
This is apparent especially when the higher model uncertainty
according to Bohigas was assumed. The reliability indexes for
the beam sections without shear reinforcement, which failed due
to tensile failure of the concrete, were not lower than for the
other beam sections. This indicates that the too low reliability
indexes are caused primarily by the model uncertainty which is
not properly accounted for in the safety format according to EN
1992-2.
The safety format according to Schlune et al. [1] showed much
better agreement with the target reliability but tended to give
overly conservative results, see Table 4. The better agreement ismainly as a result of accounting for a highermodel uncertainty. The
difference between using Eq. (7) or Eq. (8) to quantify the material
uncertainty is negligible.
6. Conclusions
To test safety formats for the nonlinear analysis of concrete
structures, a tool for full probabilistic nonlinear analysis of
reinforced concrete beams sections was developed. The tool
allowed the analysis of beam sections subjected to arbitrary
combinations of normal and shear forces and bending moment.
This was done by coupling Monte Carlo simulations with
Response-2000. To reduce the number of limit-state evaluations
required the dynamic bounds approach by Rajabalinejad [19] was
enhanced with importance sampling to construct the bounds.
When the tool was used to test the safety format for nonlinear
analysis according EN 1992-2, it was found that EN 1992-2
led to design resistances below the intended target reliability.
This was despite a nonlinear analysis toolbox that tends to
yield conservative results; and compared with other nonlinear
analysis approaches, it has a relatively low model uncertainty.
Consequently, the safety format for nonlinear analysis according to
EN 1992-2 is not appropriate for structures that fail in shear, unless
a very small model uncertainty can be guaranteed.
The safety format according to Schlune et al. [1] offers
better agreement with the target reliability by accounting more
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Summary of reliability indexes obtained.
Model
uncertainty
according to:
Safety format
according to:
Mean
reliability
index, βR
Coefficient
of variation,
VβR (%)
Minimum
reliability
index, βR, min
Maximum
reliability
index, βR, max
Bohigas EN 1992-2 2.09 13.5 1.49 2.62
Schlune et al.,
Eq. (7)
3.16 2.3 3.02 3.30
Schlune et al.,
Eq. (8)
3.13 2.3 3.02 3.28
Bentz EN 1992-2 2.56 11.6 1.86 3.04
Schlune et al.,
Eq. (7)
3.23 4.0 2.89 3.54
Schlune et al.,
Eq. (8)
3.16 4.0 2.89 3.51
Target
reliability
3.04accurately for the model uncertainty. However, to apply the safety
format, a good approximation of the model uncertainty must be
available.
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